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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

In Our 92nd Year

County Rescue Unit
Called Out Saturday

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon. March 1, 1971

Mrs. McReynolds To
Local Teacher Salaries Speak,
Faxon Club
Are Listed, KEA Report

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 50

Bomb Set Off In
Capitol Building

The Calloway County Fire
Mrs. Harold McReynolds will
Rescue Unit was called to a fire
be the guest speaker at the
at the Raymond Threat home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( ENS)— teachers, and $7750 for Rank I meeting of
the Faxon Mothers
about 4 miles west of Almo Starting salaries this year for teachers.
Club to be held Wednesday,
Heights Saturday morning where Kentucky's
public-school The lowest I minimum) salary March 3,
at 1:30 p.m. at the
a grass fire was endangering the classroom
teachers
with scheduled in the system is $5320 school.
We always appreciate the Threat home and several nearby bachelor's degrees and no ex- for Rank III teachers, $5680 for
The speaker who is head of the
opinions of other people, so we outbuildings.
perience range from $5200 to Rank II teachers, and $6080 for local
chapter of Human Growth,
The
squad
used
approximately $7200, according to a new Ken- Rank I teachers.
particularly appreciated a visit
Inc., will be speaking on that
from Attorney Edward Overbey 250 gallons of water to extinguish tucky Education Association In the Murray Independent
organization which was created
the blaze and no damage was (DEA)research division bulletin. School
the other evening.
System the highest in 1965 by a group of
parents
reported to any of the buildings.
The publication, "Salary (maximum) salary scheduled is whose children had severe
for
Rank
$7150
IIK
teachers,
newspaper
Schedules of Kentucky Publicgrowth proglems "to help A
column
This young man is intelligent and
School Teachers, 1970-71" shows $7500 for Rank If teachers and medical science better un- spotlightin •
the
acvocal and he disagreed with an
the $5200 minimum salary is in $7900 for Rank I teachers. This IS derstand the process of growth". complishments and contributions
By EUGENE CABISON
House chamber.
editorial we wrote last week. He
with
experience.
ten
years
effect in the Clinton County and
Mrs. McReynolds recently of local youth will be sponsored WASHINGTON )UPI )—A
The rest room where the
did not attack us with vindictive
Morgan County systems. The top The lowest (minimum) salary attended a Human Growth, Inc., by the Murray Woman's Club bomb was set off on the ground blast took place is located next
phrases, nor did he give us a The Murray Fire Department
minimum of $7200 is scheduled in scheduled in the school system is meeting in Texas. All mothers beginning this month.
floor of the U.S. Capitol early to a Senate wing barbershop
verbal blast. Instead he sat down answered a call to the home of
the Beechwood independent $5350 for Rank III teachers, $5750 are urged to attend.
Mrs. Sam Knight, chairman of today, causing extensive da- and near several small offices
and we discussed the pros and Bill Cain at 427 South 8th Street
for Rank II teachers and $6200 for
system in Kenton County.
the project, announced the club's mage. A "serious crack" was including
an
appropriations
cons of the issue and he brought on Sunday at 6:45 p.m. This was a
Rank I teachers.
plan to focus attention on the reported opened in the already subcommittee room.
In the Calloway school system
out some highly valid points.
The majority of Kentucky's
one story frame house owned by
many young people in Calloway weakened west front by the Immediately above the rest
Bud Russell. The fire was from the highest ( maximum) salary public school classroom teachers
County who are engaged M blast, condemned by President room on the main floor is the
scheduled
is $6875 for Rank III are in the Rank III category,
soot and the firemen stood by
worthwhile activities, and she Nixon as "totally deplorable."
(Continued on Page Eight
We enjoy mental tilts with while the fire burned itself out. teachers, $7300 for Rank II which means they have a
urged individuals and sponsors of There were no injuries in the
thinking folks. Also we do not Earlier at six p.m. the firemen
bachelor's degree. The stateorganizations to make recom- 1:30 a.m. EST explosion on the
mind at all if someone-comes out were called to the home of Will
mandated minimum this year for
mendations of worthy subjects. Senate side of the building in an
flat footed and says "I don't Ryan at Doran Road and GlenRank III teachers with no exEither individuals.or groups may unmarked rest room normally
agree with you". After all, if dale Road. This was a two story
perience is $5158.50.
Nine citizens of Murray and be recommended each montj.
used by senators. It was about
everyone agreed oneeverything, brick house and soot had caught
For Rank III teachers at the Calloway will serve on an ad- The information should be
60 feet from an exhibit area
this would indeed be a stagnant fire in the flue. The fire was out
maximum level of experience, visory board which will in- submitted by -telephone to Mrs. immediately
below the well of
world. The difference in ideas on arrival of the firemen.
Mrs. Elnora
Greenfield the KEA re'search bulletin points vestigate further the possibility Knight at 753-4910 or by letter to the Great Rotunda of the
Death- claimed the life of Mrs.
held by different people make the Another call was answered by Wallace was claimed by death out, the highest scheduled salary of establishing a youth center for
Bessie Beane of Lynn Grove this
her at 216 South 12th. The first Capitol.
world go round.
the firemen at 11:35 a.m. Sunday Sunday at 12:05 a.m. at the ranges frOfn $6843 in Monroe the young people of the city and Friday of the month has beerv set The buildings police
chief, morning at 4:30 at the Baptist
to the home of Mrs. Margaret Convalescent Division of the County after 10 yegrs of ex- county.
as the deadline for recom- James Powell, said there Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Murray
perience
to $10,226 in the Named to the board have been mendations, and suggestions for -appeared to
-Calloway County
Crawford at 1402 Main Street.
be a serious crack Tenn. She was 73 years of age.
When we write editorially, this is The booster was used to ex- Hospital where she had been a Louisville school system after 15 Mrs. John Belt, chairman; Paul
this month's column should be in the wall" of the west front. Mrs. Beane underwent major
our opinion, and our opinion only, tingiush the flames from a grass patient-for several years... . years of experience. (Jefferson Heise, secretary; Rev. William
made by Friday, March 5. •
It was- not clear svhether this surgery at a hospital in Mayfield
one man's. We hardly expect fire which caught when trash was The Murray woman was 93 County and Anchorage schools Porter, Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
The selection committee will be might be a new crack caueed a few weeks ago and was traneveryone to agree with us, and being burned, according to fire years of age. She was a member pay $10,008 after 13 years of Mrs,
. Ray Broach, Jerry Henry, composed of Mrs. Knight, Mrs. by the blast or a widening of sferred to the Memphis Hospital
inaeive in some cases, very few. department records.
of the -Hickory Grove Church of experience.)
Rayeftoberts. Graham Feltner, James Weatherly, and Mrs. some previous cracks in (he about a week ago for-further
Letters to the Editor column
Christ.
Starting salaries for Rank II arid Perry Johnson.
treatment.
Castle Parker.
reinforced wall.
provide an avenue for sometne to Nine Persons Are Cited
Survivors are two daughters,
Continued on Page Eight)
The Murray Woman's Club in
She is survived by her husband,
In a statement issued aboard
express his own opinion.
Mrs. Attie Elkins and Mrs. Essie
.January issued an invitation to
Dempsey Beane of Lynn, Grove;
Air
Force
One
eh
route
to
To Appear In Court Here Jones, both of Murray; one son,
local civic groups to send
Iowa, Nixon said in a statement four daughters, Mrs. Modelle
representatives to an exploratory
Nine persons were cited on 0. E. Greenfield of Murray; one
released by White House Press Threet and Mrs. Lydia Woods.
J. Edgar Hoover in a message to Saturday and Sunday to appear daughter-in-law, Mrs. Shirley
meeting held Tuesday, alantiary
Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler both of Mayfield, Mrs. Willie W.
law enforcement officials says: in the Murray City Court this Greenfield Hurt of Murray; two
12, at.. the cd,Lubhouse. Conthat the bombing "was a ( Verlene ) Joseph of Kirksey, and
"It has been said that "Wise men week. The citations were issued sisters, Mrs. Viola Lynn of
Plans will be presented for a siderable interest was indicated
shocking act of violence which Mrs. Linda Wilkerson of FarDell
retired
Finney,
Mrs.
instructed
by reason; men by the Murray Police Depart- Murray and Mrs. Annie Shell of grain handling and shipping point at that time, and a second
are
mington; six sons, Willie B.
will outrage all Americans."
less understanding, by ex- ment and the Kentucky State Paducah; eight grandchildren; to be located in Calloway County meeting was held on Thursday Murray merchant, passed away
Nixon was informed of_ the I3eane of Farmington, Buel
perience; the most ignorant, by Police.
seventeen great grandchildren; at the meeting of the National evening, February 18, at Sunday at 3:05 p.m. at the
Meadowview Retirement Home blast when he awakened this Beane of Hickory, Glen Beane of
necessity; and beasts,
- Thar were four for reekseas one great greet granddaughter. Farmers Organisation to be
near Farmington. She was 89 morning. He kept in touch with Wingo, Loyd, Halford, and James
Funeral
serrtees
were
held
Toesday,Marcit
2,
at
'Vtay.'
.hature".
the second ye -a of age and her dee.,
driving,
three for public
.Direetar
tame
Harold Holsoc, ail- el MaAtray;
'today
at
two
p.m.
at
the
chapel
of' the Bobby Kemp tobacco meeting decided that the project
chattnitenness, and two for
the
due
to
on
ak
progress
following
complications
of
the several grandchildren and great
disregarding a stop sign, ac- the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, stripping shed, located 12 mile could best be furthered through a extended illness.
grandchildren.
investigation.
A tearful matron phoned the cording to the citation reports. with Bro. Connie Wyatt of- south of LynnGrove.
detailed and systematic study by The deceased Operated a ready
Funeral arrangements are
Powell
said
the
explosion
ficiating.
Grandsons
will
serve
as
All farmers in the area who an appotined committee. For the to
reducing salon exclaiming that
incomplete, but friends may call
wear
shop
in
Murray
for
thirty
occurred
at
about
1:30
a.m.
pallbearers.
her husband had just given her a
Wheels, Tires Found
grow grain (corn, soybeans, or purpose of determining the ex- years. She
was a member of the EST. He said the Capitol at the Max Churchill Funeral
was
in
the wheat) are invited to attend tent of interest in the proposed
lovely gift and she couldn't get Sheriff Clyde Steele said this Interment
irst Christian Church. Mrs. switchboard received an anony- Home after six p.m. today
Wadesboro
Cemetery
with
the
morning
whether
that
they are a member of youth center,the best location for Finney
he found a set of
into it.
was born in Calloway mous call at .12:59 a.m. EST Monday).
he salon operator gave her an tires and chrome wheels on t arrangements by the Linn the NFO or not, a spokesman the center, and the most
County
on
December 28, 1881, and saying a bomb would go off in
ral Home of Benton.
appointment, and then added Bailey Road on Friday afternoon.
said.
satisfactory means of financing her parents were the late Charles
30 minutes. Authorities refused
soothingly, "Don't worry,
the center, the advisory voard Wall and Rene Lady Wall.
to
give details of the call.
Madam, we'll have you wearing
was formed.
Mrs. Finney is survived by two The Capitol is normally open
that dress in no time."
Mrs. John Belt, chairman of sons, Garvin
Finney
of to visitors until 4:30 p.m. EST
"Who said anything about a
the board, said that the group Kalamazoo, Mich., and Ralph V.
seven days a week. Anyone
me
gave
sobbed.
"He
she
dress?
first wanted to ascertain whether Finney of 1502 Sycamore Street,
entering the building after that
a Volkswagen!"
there was sufficient interest in a Murray; one sister, Mrs. Myrtle
must show proper credentials
city.eounty youth center. A Ziegler of Cairo, III.; two and also must
sign in or out.
survey has been conducted of the brothers, Joe Wall of Eddyville Authorities
Lutheran Kindergarten
refused to speculate
downtown merchants with over and Bob Wall of Alton, Ill.; two on how the
bomber planted the
ninety-nine per cent offerings to grandchildren, Mike Finney and explosives.
Final enrollment at Murray
Opens Registration
4
donate either time or money to Mrs. Steve Andrus; two great' The effects
of the bias/ were State University for the spring
The Lutneran Kindergarten,
such a center. The student grandchildren. Joe and Jerry not visible
outside the building, semester stands at 6,670—a drop
15th and Main, is now accepting
councils of Murray High School Dodd.
----and
apparently
there_ was no of only 10 students from a year
applications for enrollment in the
and Calloway County High School Funeral services will be held damage to either the
Senate or ago—according to Wilson Gantt.
1971-72 school year. Enrollment is
are now planning to survey the Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel
dean of admissions and registrar.
open to all children who are five
Noting that fall enrollment of
By Robert P. Dalton
names or the census tract names portionment, said he telt the student ,bodies to determine of the Max Churchill Funeral
years old on or before December
the current school year was down
to show how many people would courts would consider Ken- student interest.
Home with Dr. Frank N. Tinder
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
)UPI)—
31.
202from the previous year, Gantt
be taken from the counties that tucky's problem of too many If the youth center is officiating.
Because of the increased cost The powerful State Government
established, she said, it will be on Interment will be in the Murray
said the spring enrollment figure
were split.
Committee
in
each
House
of
the
counties.
of operating the kindergarten,
is "suprisingly good" when
The Setilte proposal is in its Only Texas and Georgia. both a membership basis, open to all City
Cemetery with
the
tuition charges f61"next year will Legislature was to begin work
.ompared to last year.
finished
form and ready for larger in area - than Kentucky, the students of Murray and arrangements by the Max
today
on
the proposals for
prominent
White,
Gaylon
be $20.00 a month, payable on a
He explained that enrollment
action by the State Government have more than the 120 counties, Callovray CoUnty in grades seven Churchill Funeral Home where
reapportioning
the
Kentucky
farmer of the Hazel community, usually falls off from seven to
monthly basis. The registration
Committee it splits seven he said. The federal courts and through twelve, with only a small friends may call.
General
Assembly.
expired Sunday at 11:30 p.m. at sight per cent from fall to
fee remains the same at $10.00 for
So far one bill has been in- counties and leaves only three of the state courts could both be membership fee required anthe school term, a spokesman
his hoifie ITO:WS's 64 years of age spring—but he pointed out that
nually.
the
previous
multi-county involved in any suit stemming
torudced to redistrict each
said.
and his death followed an ex- the 5.5 per cent decline at Murray
districts intac. The Senate plan from an unfair reapportionment.
tended illness.
For an application form for House. That bill was hashed out
State this year is lower than
uses the names of census tracts Both constitution's guarantee
International Students
The Hazel man was a member normal.
enrollment or for further in- by an interim subcommittee in
rather than the precinct names. every citizen's vote being equal.
Dear Sir,
formation, call 753-6616 or 753- three weeks prior to the special
of the Green Plain Church of A record number of candidates
Precincts To Be Changed
session which opened last
"I think the court's would To Give Kappa Program
Christ. He was born Sptember 1, filed for degrees at mid-year this
6712.
I would like to provide your
Thursday and
reconvenes If passed, the Senate plan consider the number of counties
1906, in Calloway County and his year, including 41 for graduate
would presumably require in looking at variance from zero The Kappa Department of the readers with another point of
tonight.
parents were the late Robert degrees and 407 for bachelor's
recent
concerning
county
the
view
fiscal
courts to change in the districts," said Rickert. Murray Woman's Club will meet
The State Government ComWhite and Minnie Gibbon White. degrees.
dealing
with
mittee will be responsible for their precincts. The state election "In Hawaii, a variance ott5 per at the club house at 7:30 p.m. controversy
The deceasedis survived by his A total of 7,055 students were
rnm. ist.rmatkumil
Murray
the
speech
on
of
freedom
reporting out a reapportionment laws require the precincts to be cent was allowed because ,the
esday, March 2, with the
wife, Mrs. Belva White of Hazel;
bill in each chamber. From there nearly equal in registered voters islands were not compatible program scheduled to be State campus. I hope that the two sons, Sonny White of enrolled for the fall semester of
1970, the third successive year
polarisation
Kentucky: Clouds increasing the floor debate will begin, and not to exceed 350 registered socially and econornrt511y."
presented by International issue does not cause
Owensboro and Charles White of that student population has
oters.
concerned
lo
all
that
counties
and
feelings
of
using
voting
amendments
will
be
offered,
and
Plans Vary
and thickening today with some
students of Murray State
Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Opal ripped the 7,000 mark. The
chines the maximum is 700
people make an attempt to unBoth plans vary as much as 6 University.
light rain likely west and north finally the bill will be voted on.
Brawner of Hazel Route Two and record fall enrollment was 7,334
viewpoint.
egistered
another
derstand
voters.
per cent in each direction from, Serving as hostesses for th
portions this afternoon spreading The House proposal splits 31
Mrs.0. K. Linda Stubblefield of rn 1968.
many local
over the remainder of the state counties and is not yet ready to be What are the chances of the putting exactly an equal number evening will be Mrs. Ted Brad- I have talked to
Murray Route Five; one brother, Gantt cited an increase of
many
of
and
Murray
interim
198
citizens
of
subcommittee's
plans
reported
out
of
the
committee.
of persons in each district. In the shaw, Mrs. Glenn Rogers. Mrs.
tonight and Tuesday. Chance for
Clifford White Of Hazel Route Kentucky students
during the
being the final bill that is passed? House the variance is about 150
the Student
some snow to be mixed with the The interim subcommittee
Lawrence Philpot, and Mrs. them feel that
grandchildren.
Two;
four
spring term over the in-state
Governmentleinviting William
rain north tonight and extreme measure lacked the precinct Legislators are split. Some say persons and in the Senate plan it Harold Hurt.
Funeral services will be held enrollment of last
Murray,
at
subcommittee's
spring as
ak
he
s
Kunstler
'to
proposals
is
about 4,000 persons.
north Tuesday. No important
p.m. at the "cause for
encouragement."
believes in his ideas. It should be Wednesday at two
are good ones and others point
Fifty-one votes would be
temperature changes. Highs Mrs. Harlan Hodges Is
Plain
Green
Christ
Church
of
"Enrollment of Kentucky
Jut inequities in certain areas required to pss a reapnoted, however, that each year's
ATTEMPTED BREAKIN
today mostly in the 50s. Lows
with Bro. Bill Johnson officiating. students this
been
has
spring is 5.136
and
program
question
Insight
how
much
out
of
line
Scheduled
Speaker
Delta
James
House
Edgbert
portionment
of
Waldrop
plan in the
tenight upper 30s and low 40s.
Pallbearers will be Farley compared to
4,938 last year," he
designed to have speakers of
the population can be and still and 20 votes in the Senate.
Trailer
Court
said
that
the
glass
Highs Tuesday upper Vs and low
William
Raspberry,
Adams,
Paul
Mrs. Harlan Hodges is the meet the one-man
one-vote
In the Senate it would be in the door to his trailer was differing views and opinions. This Wilson, John Cunningham, Ira pointed out, "a favorable in40s north to 50s south
scheduled speaker at the meeting mandate.
possible
to gather 12 votes in the broken, but no entry made, ac- was the orginal purpose of the Morgan, and Randal Patterson. dication that in-state enrollment
of the Delta Department of the Rep.
may be on the uptake."
Jon
Rickert, D- urban areas alone. So if the cording to the report to the Insight program; to bring Interment will be
in the Murray Graduate students
Murray Woman's Club to be held Elizabethtown, chairman
enrolled for
of the senators from Jeffersiirr and Murray Police DepartMent at varying and conflicting ideas Memorial Gardens
EXTENDED FORECAST
with the the' spring semester
Tuesday. March 2, at 7:30 p.m. at House tiilkommittee on
before the students to increase
have inReap- Fayette County and the three 1202 -a.m. Sunday.
Extended weather outlook for the club hOlISC---arrangements by. the Miller creased
by-almost 20 per cent=
thetr understanding of thatters of
from Nortnern Kentucky. are
Kentucky Wednesday through
Funeral
Home
where
of
Hazel
BATTERY STOLEN
"Kentucky Authors" is the
from 786 to 977—in the past year,
national and international imsatisfied, only eight votes
Friday
theme of the program with Mrs. Joe Qualls of 920 White Hall
,Miss Wood iniikted
Gantt added He said graduate
portance. Thus an invitation t friends may call.
the
rest
be
would
of
the
state
State
Harry Sledd as the chairman for Dormitory, Murray
A
Sandy Wood Of Murray has speak at Insight does not conenrollment
for the spring
needed
reapto
pass a
Precipitation ending, last the evening.
University, reported the theft of a
HAMS STOLEN
been initiated into Sigma Alpha stitute endorsement of ttat
semester is an all-time for any
portionment
bill.
Wednesday Colder Wednesday
his
battery
car
from
while it was
Hostesses will be Miss Ruth
The same formula holds'true in Iota honorary music fraternity particular speaker's ideas by the Prentice Tucker of near semester.
:mit Thursday continued cold Sexton, Mrs Wells Purdom, Sr., parked in the student parking
the
House. The urban areas ler_ women at Mureny State Student Government. It should Kirksey has reported the theft of He gave this breakdown on
Friday Highs upper lOs to mid Miss Kathleen Patterson, Miss zone si White Hall, according to
daughter ,of be noted that this ye 's four hams from his smokehouse• spring enrollment by unacthunt
for 17 votes of the 51 University The
4i1, Lows upper lOs to low 30s Ruth Lassiter, Mrs J. I. Hosick, the .report made to the Murray
Mary Wood-of 1609 /Van Avenue, president_ of. San Francisco- State according to Sheriff Clyde St
4ergra9uate classes: treshwan,
Wednesday and Friday and low Mrs Alice Koeneke. and Mrs. Police Department at 12:15 p.m. required leaving 24 votes to be she is a sophomore majoring in
Unolersity. Pr. Hayakawa ,,LisiThe theft • was reported about 1.747: sophomore, 1,247; junior,'
eathered
the
of
rest
from
the
ti mid 2(V Thursda)
Sat urday
Stanford Hendrickson.
rim*. .
eleven p.m Sunday.
1.:167: and senior, 1,337.
iContinued on Page Eighrt l.
state.

Woman's Club To
Sponsor Column

Two House Calls
Answered, Firemen

No Injuries Reported In
Blast Early This Morning

Advisory Board
Is Named For
Youth Center

93 Year Old
Resident Dies

NFO Meet Tuesday
At The Kemp Shed

Mrs. Beane
Succumbs Today

Death Claims
Mrs. Finney

Final MSU
Enrollment
Announced

State Government
Committee Begins

Hazel Farmer
Expires Sunday

The Weather

_
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Wall Street
Chatter

THE LEDGER 6L- TIMES 1
PI:Misfit.D by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and I
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, i
January 1, 1942.
1
103 N. 4t1eStreet, Murray'. Kentucky 42071. Phone 753-1916
JAMES C. WILLIASIS, PUBLLSIIER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
Interest of our readers.
PtA
.--.574AL
4REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
Madisolsatve.. Memphis,Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Entered Dilly, at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for
transnison as Second Class Matter
SUBSciPTION RATES: 'I3y carrier in Murray. per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and. adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 at 2, $13.00. Elsewhere $14,00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"

Foreign News Commentary
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
In Australia, a top diplomat
r emarks that 75 per cent ol
j ustralia's diplomatic activity
i
concentrated
on
Asiar
ffairs, 20 per cent on the
1 nited Sttes and 5 per cent for
t e rest of the world.
New Zealanders sometimes
refer
to themselves as making
I
1 p the United States' 51st state.
1It is part wistful, part jest.
But whether speaking in
iearnest or in jest, both "down
1 der" nations are reassessing
1 heir roles in world affairs,
with the United States as the
greatest Pacific power looming
ever larger and Britain, the
"mother" country, smaller.
Role Declines
Defensively, Britain's Asian
role has been declining steadily
since early in World War H and
is nearing the vanishing point
s British forces withdraw
from east of Suez.
British entry into the European Common Market could
produce equally drastic economic change -New Zealand
fears disastrously so.
Not as dramatic as Britain's

NEW YORK (UPI) -The
market's current reaction is
right "on schedule," Wright
Investors' Service believes. The
company says the reaction
"bears
a
strikingly
close
resemblance to the February,
1963, pause" which followed the
1962 bear market. Wright does
not foresee the current weakness developing into "a really
severe sell-off" because such
reactions "do not follow hard
on the heels of record-breaking
volume, strong-as-a-bull price
advances."

One

WORLD WEEK
IN WASHINGTON NIXON
DECLARES INFLATION
EMERGENCY IN WILDING
SUSPENDS PREVAILING
WAGE REQUIREMENT

HAY AIRLIFTED TO 275 000
CATTLE STARVING IN SNOW
IN KANSAS AND OKLAHOMA

EMISSARY OF VATICAN
RECEIVED IN KREMLIN
IN MOSCOW FIRST
SINCE CZARIST TIMES

l4:11
1
.14,
DIXIE DIGS
OUT Of WORST
TORNADO SEMIS
IN THREE DECADES

lr'1111111"

"•

1

NIP

U S COMMAND SAYS
AIR STRIKES HAVE
DESTROYED $OO TONS
RED MUNITIONS, FOUR
OIL PIPELINES ALONG
HO CHI MINH TRAIL

EGYPT AGREES
TO RELINQUISH

COLOMITIA, VENEZUELA
AT ODDS OVER GULF OF

"A contrary view will not
ANY CLAIM TO
VENEZUELA OWNERSHIP
MONDAY-44ARCH 1, 1971
GAZA STRIP IN
prevent a market from toppling
DEALING FOR
ISRAEL PEACE
WEATHER, INCREASED
when it over-reaches itself,"
RED RESISTANCE BOGS
the Neill Letter of Contrary
HO CHI MINH TRAIL
OPERATION IN LAOS
says. Indeed, the
Opinion
analyst believes the downturn
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
"is likely to be worse for the
postponement." Neill believes
The Almanac
The Lynn Grove PTA honored the basketball team, champions
the market is caught up in a
of the Calloway County Junior High Tournament, and the
period of ovempeculation and
Uhlted Press International
cheerleaders with a potluck supper. Raymond Story is basketball
warns that experience shows
Today is Monday, March 1,
coach. Gordon Crouch was master of ceremonies.
"herd stampedes always get the 60th day of 1971
with 305 to
Dr. Walter Blackburn, head of the cdepartment of chemistry,
clobbered."
follow.
Murray State College, was speaker at the meeting of the Murray
The Moon is between its new
Lions Club.
"Construction workers need phase and first quarter.
Since January 1, the Murray-Calloway County Library has
never have feared the adminis- The morning stars
are Venus,
ST. LOUIS. MO. UPI): Some resicirculated 8,355 books, according to a report by librarians, Mrs.
its. Some residents would be content if
tration's terrible swift slord - Mars, Jupiter and
Mercury.
the toilet were placed at the rear of
Esco Gunter and Mrs. Ben Trevathan.
dents of the fashionable suburb of Clayit wasn't even unsheathed!" The evening star
is Saturn.
Hanley House rather than in front.
Fred L. Cain, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cain, Sr:, of Murray
ton are perturbed because an old manaccording to Robert B. Johnson On this day in
history:'
Route Two, has been named loan manager for Universal CIT's
sion that has been restored has an
"If bushes grew up around it, I
declining defensive role in the of Paine, Webber, Jackson - In 1781 the American colonies
Paducah office.
don't think it would bother anyone,"
outhouse in the front yard.
Indian Ocean and its environs, Curtis Inc. Johnson believes adopted articles of confederaoffered a nearby resident, Mrs. Earl S.
"It will attract people, animals, mosBritain's changing role in world President Nixon opted for the tion, paving the way for a
Swanson, "But if I lived next door to it,
quitoes and dirty old men," said Mrs.
economics is -especially for "least passible action" when he federal union.
I would be upset, too."
George Green, who lives next door.
New Zealand -a subject for sespended certain provisions of In 1803 Ohio became the 17th
Neighbors in the immediate vicinity
anxious debate at the Singapore the Davis-Bacon Act. "Conclu- member of the United States.
THE PRIVY was set up on the lawn
of the landmark have begun circulating
sions
investors
for
appear
commonwealth
meeting of
as part of the historical restoration of
In 1932 the 20-month-old . son
a petition to have the privy removed
obvious: fighting inflation of famed flyer
Hanley House. The city is restoring the
from the property.
prime ministers.
Charles Lindmansion to the way it was when Martin
now appears in fact to have bergh
was kidnaped
near
MRS. GREEN said she and other
Industry Expansion ,
John Wallace Outland, age 73, died February 27 at his home
F. Hanley built it in 1855, Archeologists
been relegated to a very Hopewell, N.J.
The
boy's
body
neighbors at first thought the unpaintNew
Zealand industry is remote burner on the adminissay that to be historically accurate, the
near Pottertown.
was found on May 12 and Bruno
ed wooden outbuilding was a tool shed
privy goes in front..
Joe Rex Davenport, Carlos Steven Crouch, James Edward expanding but the country's tration's range," Johnson says.
for workmen and would he removed
Hauptmann was electrocuted
-It's 20 feet from my property line
Dixen, Jewell Hafford Brown, Herbert Melton Lawrence, Ken- standard of living still is
after the restoration. It stands 10 feet
for the kidpap-murder in 1936.
and
30
feet
from
my
living
room
windependent
heavily
its
upon
neth Ray Gamble, Wesley Calvin-Wyatt, Billy. Joe Hale, Otis.
Barringfany--;...pitting. news, In 1954. five .
..from the sidewalk.
--.-dow•" Green said.
congressmen
Lindy Johnson, Bobby Joe Garland,and Bob Gene Trevathan left agricultural exports, high quali- additional- weakness should be
-"But," she
were
wounded
when
Puerto
„ His wife insists it's "a health and
ty lamb, butter, cheese and modest, E. F. Hutton & Co.
yesterday for induction in the Armed Forces.
and I looked out the Window
Rican
nationalists.
fired wildly
safety hazard" and has asked the board
and saw a workman come along with a
wool.
A fashion show by the Hoene Economics department of Murray
believes. The company predicts from the
of aldermen to reconsider placing the
gallery of the U.SM
board with two holes in it and I said to
Thirty-nine per cent of New the near term pattern should be
State College, directed by Carolina Wingo, Mary Crenshaw,
toilet somewhere other than the front
myself,'My goodness, that's a privy, not
Zealand exports in 1969 went to some backing and filling over a House of Representatives.
Frances Brown, and Martha Lindsey, was presented at the
yard--preferably outside the city UmA thought for today: Henry
a tool shed.'
meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Great Britain. Wool and dairy narrow range. Hutton advises
products made up the great that "the key to success" will Thoreau said: "It is characterMrs. Thomas Redden presided at the meeting of the Calloway
istic of wisdom not 'to do
bulk by far.
Branch of the Association of Childhood Education held at Wilson
be "greater selectivity."
desperate things."
Without special safeguards,
Hall, Murray State College
WASHINGTON
UPI) —inOne in every 1,000 babies born
Now You Know
and these now seem very
in the United States has spina By United Press International ternal Revenue Service ComCaitlin
added
doubtful, New Zealanders say
missioner Randolph W. ThrowIIOLLIWOOD (UPI) — bifida, a congenital defect in Col, Richard Nicolls, comBritish entry into the Common
er has announced he will
which
spinal
the
canal
Unitlin
is
left
Viyles,
who played the
mander of the English forces
Market will coat them betweetr\
Mierslin girl Mend of EVA. Uncovered.. The Easter 'Real who- assradied Hew Arnaterdans remain on the job for several
$100 million and $150 million a
Presley in "Stay • Away, Joe," Research Foundation is finan- in 1664 and, renamed it New more weeks until President
year or more than 15 per cent
Nixon decides on someone to
has been added to the cast of cing investigations into causes York, introduced
organized
.
of their total income from
succeed him. "The Wild Rovers"
and prevention of this paralyzing horse racing in the colonies.
starring
exports.
Thrower
resigned
in
January
birth defect.
And I, if I be Wed up from the earth, will draw all men unto
HONOLULU (UPI.): The
Economically less affected
but Nixon 'asked him to stay on
me.-John 12:32.
clergy at St. Andrew Cato arrange for an orderly
Jesus announced that He would magnetize "all men." He is still but left vulnerable defensively
thedral want their big BiAustralians.
the
are
transfer of duties.
mankind's most attracting figure.
From 40 per cent of their
ble back, but they're willing to wait until the thief's
exports going to Britain as they
mother is finished with it
did 10 years ago, the figure is
By RAYMOND WILCOVE
A pencil-written note left
now about 18 per cent, much of
Centro, Press Association
behind by the thief said: 'I
Correspondent
which would not be affected by
hope you'll forgive me for
Britain's common market enPVEB00.- COLO.- Some time
taking a Holy Bible from
try.
this church of God. I took this year the country's first
111. Carl Riblet Jr.
it for the reason of my 2,500-horsepower linear inducmother who is going blind, tion motor will he tested here,
The
Kentucky
Eastee
2
Seal
Fortunate indeed is the dieter whose fat has
and with alt her heart a big step in the development
Society for Crippled Children and
wanted to have a 'Bible of a futuristic high *peed mode
never come back, who has found a way to keep his
1. TONITE & TUE.
Adults owns and operates seven
with words large enough of ground transportation.
eyes bigger than his stomach.
If all goes well, the motor"
for her to read."
Easter Seal facilities as a part of
CLINT EASTWOOD
Church offcials offered will be used to power the naits programs of providing serto trade another large-print tion's first .passenger-carrying
vices for physically handicapped
"Dieting—a systein of starving yourself to
air
tracked
vehicle
cushion
Bible for the miming one,
children.
death so you can live a little longer."
TACV s for use by late 1972 in
which was given as a meMULES FOR
Prototype of vehicle to be used for testing the LIM
a
new
ground
transportation
morial by a former church
Jan Murray
SARA
SISTER
system.
The
initial
system will
member. Of the stolen Bipi A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
1.*
ble they said. "When moth- serve the Lds Angeles Interna;2.
er has finished with it, ticnal Airport. The demonstraBy K.k, & Hon-en
tion program will provide operwe'd like it returned."
aticnal experience of a TACV
in the range of 150-to-200-miles
COLORADO
-an-hour for which technology
SPRINGS
already is available.
Pilot finished
Ultimately is is hoped to de1101.1,1 WOOD (UPI)
velop a high-powered linear
Paramount Television com- induction motor I LIM i for a
pleted production of its 90- 300-mile-an-hour TACV.. The
minute feature television pilot, contract for the design already
"Escape,- starring Christopher has been let by the 'Department
George and Avery Schreiber. of Transportation. The department also has awarded a con* * •
Birthday of
TEST TRACKS FOR:
tract for the design of a 300
AVCUST1'S
CONVENTIONAE
mph tracked air cushion reRobson to produce
AXIL L..,
SAINT-CAUDENS
search vehicle, covering the
1101,1,1%# Ill!)
engineering
18411.- 1007
design
and
technoMark 'Koffman will produce Kurt
Americai,. Sculptor
Vonnegiit's forret',,Broadv.aY logical studies for the test veDesigner Of Medals
RAIL DYNAMIC'
show,"Happy Birthday, %arida hicle and the guideway on
which it will operate.
LA TIOR A TOP'
,
June,- for Columbia Pictures.
753-6333- 7:30 & 9:15
WITH an eye still further into
the future, the department's-Ofrnefuesnmsenamispassmemeamareat011111110111111111111111111111.1111111111111.114111 I 111.111111/11fIllintli
tics' of High Speed Ground
Transportation has been explorCOUNTY ROAD
ing the technology of vehicles
traveling in a tube at speeds of
PUEBLO ARMY DEPOT
up to 500 mph. The cost of
providing tunnels thus • far,
PUEBLO
however, has prohibited any
ROUTE 96
A T & Si
practical application of this.
3:30-6:00 -8:30ROUTE 50
The TACV is essentially a veVAST
2 DAYS!
hicle which travels on a thin
WASHINGTON (UPI ) A government-financed test.
cushion of air over a U-shaped
spurred by a tire industry feud, concluded that "no
concrete guideway. It holds
safety-related distinction can be drawn" between
promise of speeds up to 300
Map of the Pueblo high-speed test facility.
polyester, rayon and nylon tire fabrics
mph with increased passenger
comfort and safety.
tested
The report resulted from criticism ol the polyat
the
federal govern- procedures on conventional rail!
ment's High Speed oround_Test road equipment.
ester tire, both by rayon tire fabric manufacturers
IS
AIR
compressed
Center
and
being
forced
and safety critic Ralph Nader
developed 12 miles
4.4,, •
Besides I. esting futuristic
through tubes along the body northeast of Pueblo. The veIRVING ALlfN PROOUCTION
The National Highway Safety Bureau awarded a
forms of transportation, the dethe
tar,
Of
hicle
then
will
be
pushed out
used to study
contract to the Nevada Automotive Telt Center,
from the bottom of the car to aerodynamic and dynamic sta- partment plans to build a
Carson City. Nev . to test the various tire fabrics.
Wheel-rail dynamics 'research
the
form
bility
ride
cushions
that
lift
the
quality, power reThe rayon tire cord makers contended that poly'
vehicle from the guideway. An- quirements and external and in- laboratory at the test site. This
ester, a petroleum product, was subject to "cataother set of cushions holds the ternal noise control over a Will enable,the government and
strophic failure" at high speols
industry to find out more about
RICtlARD
car on the guideway by direct- range,of ;
the physical phenomena inBut the test report claimed that "no safety-relating high pressure air against
At
the
est
side,
plans
are
volved
in
ed failure occurred except where the tires were
roiling support and
the sides of the recessed center well adv5jred for the
inflated beyond the manufacturers specifications."
track or sides of the Kesidewa y tion of two, poSsibly construc- wheel-rail contact, of which
three.
'20.
vPi''
little
fundamental data
The report also said researchers were unable to
Substitution of air cushion for mile test evals and
a 20-mile exist at the present time. The
LEGISI.A.TO BE TS HCL-Beating-tho high cost of livsteel Wheels also provides the straightaway,
find any safety difference in the use of fiberglas and
SOdetrof
to
he
laboratory
alsq_willnc in .i",1
provide the
-Ohio Rep Thomas N. Kindness. R-Hamadded attraction of greater , tested here include
rayon to construct "belts" in the tire fabric which are
the tracked capability of simulating acci.
fi t'-hm,ri Limi.ilsor. is living in his motor homC
economy in,,guidew,ay construe- ' air cushion- veltiele.
designed to strengthen the tire.
the.
linear
dents
on.
thin and maintelliiiice.
•
in the C.Iumbu,, St.tt, hotim‘ parking lot
' induction moior. lobe vehli•le which prat operating railroads
heal (ensidet atiein
The research vehicle will he systems and sefetfdevices and prechided tip to nose. -
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Privy included in mansion restoration; Neighbors howl

20 Years Aao Today

Apologetic thief )
steals Bible
for his mother

Year of Futuristic Speed

Isn't It The Truth!

SHIRLEY MAnAINE
'TWO
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By JOHN G. i
UPI Sports
POMPANO
BE
i UPI i-Ted Withal
embark on his thin
major league mart
ed today that
disappointment "c;
the end of my car(
wise."
But baseball's la.
looking forward to
his Senators will it
the
most
c
"names" in the E
McLain and Curt F
ed_he's "optimist
- expecting that dis,
to come along.
Williams, true to
• policy of speaking I
letting the chips fa!
May,
spoke out la
4
• - Ibt.,Seriatara
the erstwhile 30-gi
pitcher and stoi
from the Detroit T1
it a "bad deal"
thought the Senat;
too much. He didn'
from that statemen
thinks it may work
best.
the time I
happy about it, but
shown a fine attiti
sure he can help thi
Williams said.
Flood comes to
year's self-impos
from the game. It
report to the Philli
after being trad,
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BXY BFED 1
UPI Sports '
Five berths in
Basketball Tourm
been filled and 1:
virtually settled a:
last weekend's pla3
Bids to the
riament do not offi
until Tuesday m
there are five club
automatically cline
winning their conf
.and three other tei
one victory awE
conference charnel
Pennsylvania (I
Western Kentuckj
ley ), Miami of
American). Weber
Sky) and Pacific
Athletic) are the
clinched conferenc
past week. Kansas
Kentucky ( Southe
Texas Christian
could have things
Tuesday night.
Additionally, th
Independents who
Is guaranteed of
to participate as a
in this year's tour:
include Mryuette
Duquesne, Jackso
ton, Notre Dame,
Vitlanva and Long
That leaves the
only eight spots
seven of those wil
conference champ
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One More Disappointment Could
Ruin Career Of Ted Williams

MI

MONDAY—MARCH 1. 1971

KENTUCKY

Pro Cage
Standings

•

Jack Nicklaus Catches Sight
Of Goal With PGA Victory

ABA Standings
Byt nited Press International
bbxy JOHN 0. GR
the firkt five holes.
Fla., started out Sunday four
W. L. Pct. GB
UPI Sorts geditor
But the critical point of the strokes behind Nicklaus and
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Virginia
46 24 .657 ...
PALM BEACH GARDENS, tournament was ahead of him. matched his 73, finishing at 285
('ards, a move that led to his McLain (3-t), Dick Bosman shortstop job left vacant when
UPI Sports Edit.
37 32 536 81,2 Fla. (UPI)—A pulse-pounding, As he stepped onto the 17th tee,
suit against baseball charging 116-12) and reliever Darold Eddie Brinkman went to tile Kentucky
along with Miller Barber, who
POMPANO
BEACH, Fla. that the contract "reserve Knowles (a 2.04 ERA despite a
33 35 485 12 two-stroke victory in the PGA he was 6-under-par and, unTigers in the McLain deal. New York
had a 70.
UPI i—Ted Williams, about to clause"
31 40.47 1512 championship put blond Jack known to him, Casper had just
amounts to "slavery." 2-14 record) are the only Ex-Tiger Don Wert and ex-Met Pittsburgh
The victory made Nicklaus
embark on his third season as a Short acquired
29 39 .426 16 Nicklaus today within sight of birdied the final hole to go 5Flood from the highlights of the pitching staff. Joe Foy are the leading Crohna
the only man ever to win the
major league manager, conced- Phils after
30 41 .423 261,2 the goal of his whole career — under-par.
promising him that. But Jerry Janeski, obtained contenders at third base to Fl((riclians
big four pro titles —the U.S.
ed today that one more his playing this
West
and he has a shot at reaching it
year wouldn't from Chicago for Rick Reich- replace Aurelio Rodriguez, who
The word hadn't reached the and British opens, the Masters,
disappointment "could expedite jeopardize his suit.
W. L. Pet. GB this year.
ardt, may help. Mike Epstein, also went in the McLain deal.
17th tee, and I thought I still and the PGA —twice each.
the end of my career managerUtah
47 20 701
Despite McLain and Flood with h homers, and Howard
'My goal has always been
n to had a two-stroke lead," Nick- It also marked the first time
The
outfield
shape
better
is
in
wise."
43 23 .652 312 win more major championships laus related.
and Frank Howard, the Ameri- could share first base again. with Flood in center and Indiane
in his 11 major championship
But baseball's last .400 hitter, can League home run
36 34 .514 12L- than anyone else ever has,'
Because his putt after a drive wins that he was in first place
champion Bernie Allen is back at second Howard in the outfield most of Memphis
looking forward to a year when with 44 and
25 '3 368 2212 said Nicklaus after his 7 .under to six feet from the pin went
runs-batted'in but will have to fend off young the time. There are several Denmer
at the end of every round.
his Senators will include two of champion with
21 47 309 26'2 par 281 gave him the PGA -into the grain" of the hard-to126, the last- Dave Nelson. The left side of candidates for the other job Texas
the
most
controversial place Senators must do a lot to the infield is in Vouble, with a
Sunday's Results
Sunday in a close battle with read Bermuda grass, Nicklaus
including Del Unse, Ed Stroud
"names" in the game, Denny climb.
Billy Casper.
host of candidates vying for the and touted rooki Jeff Burx Kentucky 122 Carolina 112
said he lined it up to the left
McLain and Curt Flood, indicatThe all-time record for major edge of the cup —and it faded
roughs. Paul Casanova and Jim Floridians 136 Virginia 128
ed_ba's "optimistic" and not
championships is 13, held by slightly right and went right
French are expected to platoon Utah 125 Texas 123
expecting that disappointment
Pittsburgh 113 Indiana 110
the immortal Bobby Jones. into the middle.
the
catching
again.
to come along.
Denver 118 Memphis 111
Jones, who
turned "That made the 18th simple,"
never
Williams
offers
an
interesting
Williams, true to his lifetime
Monday's Games
professional,
compiled
his
total he said... -I could have taken By United Pess International
comment
American
on
the
policy of speaking his mind and
Memphis at Indiana
exclusively on U.S. and British three more and still won, but I
SATURDAY
League
East
race.
letting the chips fall where they
lOnly game scheduled)
National Amateur and Open took two .and got my par
HIALEAH, Fla. (UPI) "No,
I
Baltimore
don't
think
may, spoke out last fall when
titles.
anyway."
'
Drumtop,. the only mare in the
by the latter changed matters. is in a higher league than the
By FRED DOWN
-the Senators „acquired McLain,
Nicklaus, now at the brilliant
Casper Shoots 34-34
race, outduelled 12 male rivals
Bench, the National League's others," he said. "The Robinthe erstwhile 30-game winning The UPI Sports Writer
peak of his game at the age of Casper, playing for the first to win the $143,600 Hialeah Turf
NBA Standings
Cincinnati Reds feel most valuable player in 1970 sons (Brooks and Frank) are
pitcher and stormy Petrel,
they're in business because when he hit 45 homers and getting older and their pitching By United Press International 31, has won two U.S. Amateurs, time in Florida which he has Cup at Hialeah.
from the Detroit Tigers, calling
Atlantic Division---- three Masters, two British avoided because he says the
Johnny Bench is in the fold and drove in 148 runs, signed for an is not as good as it was either.
it a "bad deal" because he
W. L. Pct. GB Opens, two U.S. opens and now weather
here
his
affects
ARCADIE, Calif. )UPI)—Ack.
Wayne Simpson is in the pink. estimated $80,000 while Simp- And some of those other clubs
thought the Senators gave up
two PGA's.
46 26 .639
allergies, started the day seven the even money favorite, breezed
The National League cham- son, who had a 14-3 record have improved. I wouldn't be New York
too much. He didn't back down
Tough BAttle
41 30 .577 412
strokes benind Nicklaus and to can three-length victory in the.
pions' spring training site at when sidelined with a shoulder surprised in the least to see a
from that statement but now he
Nicklaus won the PGA in a shot a brilliant 34-34. Tommy $88,000 San Antonio' stakes at
Boston
38 34 528 8
Tampa, Fla., had been an injury, probably .. signed for close pennant race."
thinks it may work out for the
Buffalo
19 53 264 27 tough battle when he had Bolt, age 52, tore a page out of Santa Anita.
$30,000.
unhappy place until Sunday
best.
seemed headed for an easy the past with a 3-under-par .69
when Bench and Simpson
On other fronts.: Vice Pres- Biggest crowd
Central Division
the time I wasn't too
victory at the start of the final for third place at 284.
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif.f
LOS ANGELES (UPI) agreed to 1971 contract terms. ident Stu Holcomb of the
W. L. Pct. GB round. He began the day 8- Gary Player of South Africa,
happy about it, but McLain has
I.UPI Gustavo Thoeni of Italy
There were two problems Chicago White Sox said that The all-time paid attendance Baltimore
38 31 .551 ...
shown a fine attitude and I'm
under-par and four strokes house guest at Nicklaus' home won the Men's Giant Slalom at
confronting nianager Sparky second baseman Mike Andrews record for one game in base- Atlanta 27 44 .380 12 ahead. But he bogeyed three of in nearby Lost Tree Village,
sure he can help this ball club,"
ball
history
was
May
set
7,
on
Heavenly Valley to take a
Anderson: (1) worries about will be fined daily if he fails to
Cincinnati
26 44 .371 121,2
Williams said.
commanding grip on the World
sore-armed pitchers, especially come to terms Monday ... third 1959 when the Yankees and Cleveland
12 60 .167 281,2
Flood comes back after a
Cup ski title.
Simson and (21 contract baseman Clete Boyer signed Dodgers drew 93,103 for an
year's self-imposed absence
negotiations with stars which with the Atlanta Braves for a exhibition game on behalf of
Division
Midwest
from the game. He refused to
.LYON, France ( UPI I—Beatrix
seemed stalled.
cut estimated at $2,500 . Roy Campanella at the ColiL. L. Pct. GB
report to the Phillies last year
(Scuba of Austria won the
The signing by Bench and pitcher Ray Culp pulled a seum here.
X-Milwaukee
60
11
m845
...
after being traded by the
1971 .Worneo s Worldc Figure
Simpson and a strong workout muscle in his right shoulder
* • *
Chicago
43 25 .632 1512
Skating
Championship
with
pitching batting practice and
123-122
quarter
go
ahead
Phoenix
last
to
43
27
.614
162
By United Press International
Golfers double
slulie Lynn -- Holmes- of tbs
will be lost by the Boston Red
with'
1:30
Zelnio
left
Detroit
Btit
Be:WY,
1
28
.594
18
Suddenly there's a change of
in a decade
Sox for two or three days.
the game's high scorer with 33 Angeles finishing second.
tempo
in
the
American
BasketNEW BEDFORD, Mass.
points, tied it with a free throw
X-clinched div. title,
ball Association races.
'UPI)-There- are now almost
Pacific Division
Six seems the Writ
The western race,a battle with 41 seconds left to set the
12 million golfers in the United
W. L. Pct. GB between Utah and Indiana most stage for Robbins' winning UTSUNOMIYA Japen 1UV
States, compared with 6.2 mil- CHU:AG(I
(UPI)-Ernie
.—Shozo Saijo of Japan outpointd
44
Angeles
26 .629
Los
of the season, has opened up a basket.
lion
five years ago, according
Nevem' six touchdowns for the
ed Californian Frankie CraawTart
Levern
Freeand
Don
Francisco
9
36
.500
36
San
bit with the Stars moving out to
to a golf products manufacChicago Cardinals against the
ford
over IL rounds to retain
ence races still undecided, and Bears
points
had
for
:Ilan
29
each
39
.451
Diego
32
1212
San
turer.
in 1929 set a National
a 31 2-1.:ame lead over Indiana.
BXY BFED MCMANE
his world boxing association
unlikely to be for a while, are Football League record that
31 39 .443 13 But Virginia, coasting most of Texas.
Golf facilities have risen to Seattle
UPI Sports Writer
the Pacific Eight, Big Ten, has been tied twice but never
Consistent shooting by Mack featherweight title.
23 47 .329 20'2 the year in the East. suddenly
approximately
10,000 from Portland
Five berths in the NCAA Missouri Valley, Middle AtlanLarry Jones and Sam
Calvin,
Results
Sunday's
6.300
a
decade
ago, say maris beginning to notice Kentucky.
NEW YORK (I(P1) -The
Basketball Tournament have tic and Western Athletic. Both broken.
ket researchers for Acushnet Philadelphia 131 Cincinnati 121 Utah stretched its lead to 3,,z Robinson helped the Floridians
* * *
been filled and 12 others are the Atlantic Coast Conference
vend Virginia. Calvin had 32 New York Football Giants'
Company.
New York .10 Baltimore 104
Sunday
games
with
a
125-123
dub record for most consevirtually settled as a result of and the Southern Conference
* * *
Detroit 106 Atlanta 105
Jim Brown in a rush
victory over Texas
while points while Jones and Rob:n- cutive passes completed in one
last weekend's play.
hold a post-season tournament
as
son
26
the
each
hit
lastfor
Milwaukee 111 Boston 99
Pittsburgh upset-Indiana 113game is 12. The record is
CLEVELAND (UPD -DurBids to the NCAA Tour- to determine their
Baker consistent scorer
. Los Angeles 107 Cleveland 90
NCAA
10:-But Kentucky closed its place Floridians beat the held by Y.A. Tittle, against
nament do not officially go out representatives.
ingsisis 19571965 career with
PHILADELPHIA (EN
' Monday's Games
Eastern can to 812 games with Squires. Charlie Scott had 32' the Washington Redskins iii
•until . Tuesday morning, OW
kiss 1971I Nisks...sisi iambi... v.Ccüisati
The other at-large berth is in th.s.tkiieL firearms, Jim Brume n
a 122-U2 triatinph over Carolina points to lead Virginia.
Tootban
tr
.bgtilt
1962. Tiule alsu threw for
nrateDIN'Lreltt
times
2;
the
359
carried
ball
have
which
there are five clubs
doubt, but it could go to either
at las Cruces, N.M while the Floridians stunned
py -°-- and
-yen tonklrranetri Otttiftwe
31m Lignill se
Baker,
(Sam)
Eagles'
kicker,
average
yards,
12,312
an
for
automatically clinched spots by New Mexico State or Hawaii.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
keyed
a
14-point
burst
in
the
Virginia 136-128. Denver beat
to tie an NFrl, record.
•
had scored in 110 consecutive
winning their conference titles Pennsylvania, ranked No. 4 in carry of 5.22 yards. All these
(Only
scheduled)
_games
Memphis 118-111 in the only second half that lifted the
league games, a pro record.
CLEVELAND
,
,and three other teams are just the nation, clinched its secend statistics are NVI records..
(UPI)
Colonels past Carolina. Kenother scheduled game.
Early Wynn who won 300
one victory away from a straight
Ivy
League
title
Red Robbins' 16-foot baseline tucky held a three-point lead at
major league pines, owns the
conference championship.
Saturday night by thrashing
shot with`four seconds remain- 57-52 when Powell and Ligon- hit, longest
Pennsylvania (Ivy League ),i Yale, 93-63, and remained
lifetime pitching record
ing boosted the Stars over for three baskets each and all in one league. Wynn hurled
Western Kentucky (Ohio Val- unbeaten in 24 games this
Texas. The chaps battled hack Iimis Dampier scored another 23 years in the'
American ,
ley), Miami of Ohio (Mid- season. Steve Bilksky paced the
from a 17-point deficit in the to put the Colonels well ahead.
American), Weber State (Big well-balanced Quakers' attack
Sky) and Pacific (West coast with 16 points.
Athletic) are the teams which
clinched conference titles this Eight-ranked Western Ken- Bob Lanier has a winning Midwest Division. A Bulls loss
Maravieh, like Lanier a
past week. Kansas (Big Eight), tucky locked up its second method for drawing rookie of to Cincinnati in Las Cruces, leading candidate for rookie
Kentucky (Southeastern) and consecutive Ohio Valley Confer- the year votes.
N.M., tonight would cut the honors, tallied 30 points for the
Texas Christian (Southwest) ence championship by defeating Lanier, a $1 million dollar margin to two games.
Hawks, who still lead third
could have things locked up by Murray State, 73-59; Weber contract signer, overshadowed
Detroit, in fourth place, place Cincinnati by a half-game
Tuesday night.
State walloped Montana. 82-57; Atlanta's $2 million dollar received the help desperately in the Central Division.
Additionally, there are nine to clinch the Big Sky Confer- Freshman Pete Maravich Sun- needed from the 6-11
New
knocked
off
York
Lanier, an
Double color herds up styling on a spirited new shoe. One with a
Independents who are practical- ence and" Pacific defeated day night by converting a assist the former
St. &maven- Central's leading Baltimore
broad, rounded toe that matches up perfectly with today's
ly guaranteed of being invited Loyola (Calif.) to sew up the three-point play with 40 seconds ture All America failed to come Bullets, 110-104; Philadelphia
patterned suits and sportswear.
to participate as at-large team West Coast Athletic Conference. remaining to lift the Detroit through with in mid season.
-lipped Cincinnati, 131-121; Milin this year's tournament. They
Fifth-ranked Kansas downed Pistons to a 106-105 victory over
As the pivotman against waukee beat Boston, 111-99, and
Include Mryuette, cFordham Colorado, 66-65, to clinch a tie the Hawks.
Atlanta, Lanier was perfection Los Angeles routed Cleveland,
Duquesne,Jacksonville,Hous. for the Big Eight crown; With the season ebbing,
plus. He scored a team high 28 107-90, in other NBA action.
ton, Notre Dame, Utah State, Kentucky routed Vanderbilt, Detroit is xaliantly determined points to take the
pressure off
Villanva and Long Beach State. 119-90, to tie for the SEC to avoid being washed out of Detroit's
NEW YORK (I PI) Frank
brilliant backcourt
That leaves the NCAA with championship .and TCU heat the National Basketball Associ- tandem
of Dave Bing, who Gifford scored touch&iw us in
only eight spots to fill and Texas, 74-71, to earn at least a ation playoffs. The Pistons' scored
1r;traight New York Giants
Walk like a man
27 points, and Jimmy
seven of those will result from share of the Southwest Confer- triumph moved them within 2ts Walker,
NH. games, 1957-1958, a dub
who netted 22
conference champions. Confer- ence title.
games of Chicago in the
record.

FrIN

Weekend Sports
Summary

Cincinnati Feels Like
They Are In Business

ABA Races Changing
Pace In East and West

Five Spots Filled In
NCAA Tournament

Lanier Has His Own
Way Of Getting Votes

Two-Tone is taking over

ROBLEE

Crossword Puzzle

Get Your Cycle Tune_Alp

NOW!!
* John Hodge
* Robert Houston
* Butch Harrison
v We service all makes and`Models
v Largest parts stock in West Kentucky
v Loads of cycle accessories

YAMAHA
PHONE 753-8078

0000 0200
MOMOU 013000
00MOOU MEMO
MOB W000 DOM
000 VOMP 0000
NM 0000 00M00
MOM M000
00000 0300 OM
MOOM MONO 00111
M00 =WO 0000
0000100 UO0000

Skill
Painful
Definite article
Shred
A continent
rz Ireland
9 Hasten
13 Ventilate
10 Be mistaken
14 Pronoun
11 Assistant
15 Conducted
Teutonic deity
16
17 Acrimonious
111 Haul
19 Lair
21 Communist
20 Penpotrit
23 Speck
22 Precious stone
24 Goddess of
25 Algonqu tan
discord
Indian
26 Inlet
27 Macaw
26 Departed
39 Extinct
5.11} liberate
31 Flying mammal 29 Ha,ii shelled
flightless bird
SS Story
40 Canine
57 Hebrew fetter
33 tint
fruit
43 Indulge
59 Edge
35 Regret
30 Golf mound
46 Sorrow
60 Period of time
34. Parent (coital.) 32 Small child
48 Pedal digit
Al Base
38 Order
3.4 Abstract bc1911 50 Roadside
63 Greek letter
41 Symbol for
restaurant
step
67 Note of scale
36 Dance
tellurium
52 Organ of body
69 Sun god
• 37 Everyone
42 High
mountain
7
Ng:II
10
6
9
5
NI!4
1
44 Also
45 Seed
VA'
ii.
:•:+:
47 Narrow, flat
El
11
board
16 dita::17
ill
14
49 Contunction
•
ket
C
Si Outdoor game
illtig 2 I
23
19
gigi:
122*
94 Witty remark
29 3-ci
56 Plunge
3d
58 Goddess of
..
healing
4
g
34 gni•II
59 Amend
40 01 4l
39
36 37 311
62 Born
38•
•
64 Brother of Odin
44
lig
46
il
nt 45
42
65 Anger
66 learning
51
57 ill
47
sa Woody plant
70 Deface
Wiii'VA 54
57 a5s
le Nil
71 Prteher
:4:4::.
:4
72 Swiss rrver
61 ANI 62
1111
39 60
63 a64

al

SERVICE

H&H Cycle Shop
816 Coldwater Road

4 Hebrew lestwal
5 Coniunction
6 Bone of body
7 Wife ol Geraint

nnolo Immo
mom moo

THREE QUALIFIED MECHANICS .

SALES

ACROSS
1
4
8
11

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

Murray,

II
IMO UN"•
blfail111111:::-.111
It
y....

lit131.9 5,,

DOWN
1 Showy flower
2 A stale (ebb,)
Hindu cymbals

U

nal

6%

70

um 7.!

67

15
7 611

WilUUlUU

§t

tr

Adams Shoe Store

69

eats", gsndlcate, Inc

Downtown Shopping Center
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Vaughn Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Faith Doran Circle

MONDAY—MARCH 1, 1971

IMF.S — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Miss. Pam Corbin Exchanges Wedding Vows
A baby boy, Scott Warren, With Steven tee Trevathan In Ceremony
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. At The Madisonville Methodist Church

Mrs. J. B. Burka= , • •

a
Homemakers Club will meet at
Monday, March 1
The Licensed Practical Nurses the home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
Buddy McDougal of 104
The home of Mrs. Leonard Joe
meet at the conference room 1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m.
will
Murray,
on
Drive,
Vaughn on West Main Street was Hickory
Murray-Calloway County
of
the
Thursday. February 25, at, 1:35
The Baptist Young Women of
the scene of the meeting of the
Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
the
p.m.
at
the Memorial Baptist Church will
Faith Doran Circle of the
Hospital.
Women's society of Christian County
The executive board of the meet at the home of Mrs. Max
They have another son, Steve,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Rowlett of
Service of the First United
Woman's Club will meet Reed at seven p.m.
Murray
is employed at
One, Puryear, Tenn., are
Route
Methodist Church held on age six. The father
a.m.
at
11:30
at the club house
Division of the
the parents of a baby girl, Sheri
The Garden Department of the
Tuesday, February 16, at two he Murray
Tappan Company.
Mrs. Brent Butterworth was Michelle, weighing eight pounds,
o'clock in the afternoon.
The Lottie Moon and Kathleen Murray Woman's Club will meet
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
for the meeting of Penny born on Tuesday,February 23, at
hostess
p.m.
with
at
the
club
house
at
two
Mrs. Vaughn, chairman, asked
Baptist
First
the
of
Jones Groups
Mr. and
Club held at her 1:25 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Homemakers
Mrs.
Harold
Mrs. William Britton to lead in Pierce McDougal and
the
program
by
Church WMS will not meet
all of
prayer in remembrance of Mrs. Mrs. Eurie Warren,
Douglas. Hostesses will be borne on Monday,February 22, at County Hospital.
study
mission
the
due
to
tonight
of
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Goldia Curd, a member who Murray. Mrs. Pearl West
Mesdames Noel Melugin, Greg ten o'clock in the morning.
on Wednesday.
grandmother.
A most interesting and in- John C. Rowlett of Route Two,
recently passed away. Also in- Murray is a great
Miller, Eurie Warren, Kenton
formative lesson was presented Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and
cluded in the prayer was another
The executive board of the Miller, and H. E. Moyer.
by Mrs. Grace Covey and Mrs. Mrs. James A. Raspberry of
loved one, Mrs. E. A. Tucker,
Parent-Teacher
Almo
Lentz on the -Use of the Hazel. Mrs. Gladys Raspberry of
Kay
March
5
who recently passed away. Mrs.
Friday,
the
Association will meet at
Vaughn expressed appreciation
The Murray-Calloway County Food Blender". They demon- Hazel is a great grandmother.
school at 1:30 p.m.
for the confidence shown in her
Senior Citizens Club will have a strated how to make salads and
Brian Ray is the name chosen
by the members who elected her
potluck luncheon at the social desserts and distributed lesson
Tuesday, March 2 .
sheets to the group.
as chairman for another year and
by Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson of
Ludwick Circle of hall of the First United Methodist
The
Jessie
Mrs. Grace Covey, president, Almo Route One for their baby
read the thought, "Be Glad of Miss Barbara Sledd, worthy
Church at noon. Hosts and
the First Presbyterian Church
presided at the meeting. Plans boy, weighing seven pounds 101,2
Today" by Henry Van Dyke.
advisor, presided at the last
hostesses
are
Otis
Harrison,
Mr.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
In charge of the program on the February meeting of Murray
Mrs. Willie Hale, and for the lessons for the coming ounces, born on Wednesday.
Stanford Hendsickson at 1:30 and
Week of Prayer and Self Denial Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Mesdames 0. C. McLemore, year were discussed. Mrs. Delia February 24, at eight p.m. at the
p.m.
was Mrs. Vernon Roberts. Mrs. Rainbow for Girls held at the
Norman Klapp, Gladys Hale, Graham gave the devotion from Murray -Calloway County
Isaac Clanton and Mrs. Jack Masonic Hall.
Bertha Jones, and Carl Harrison. Jobn 15:12-17 and closed with Hospital.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
prayer.
Wilcox gave a dialogue from The minutes were read by Miss
They have two daughters,
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
landscape notes were Cheryl, age thirteen, and CorThe
Luke 14:33 with prayer by Mrs. Betsy Riley, recorder. Plans
United
will
Wlmen
atthe Masonic Hall at seven p.m. The Church
given by Mrs. Brooks Moody, and nelia, age eight. The father is
A. L. Rhodes.
were made for a Smorgasbord
observe World Day of Prayer at
the recreational period was employed at the General Tire and
-Vision of The Lord" was the supper to be held at the WOW
the St. Jonn's Episcopal Church,
theme of the devotion by MrS. building on April 24.
The Annie Armstrong Group of Main and Broach, at ten a.m. All conducted by Mrs. R. C. Scott. Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Mattie Parker. "Sing Praises" Other officers present were
the First Baptist Church will not women of the community are Mrs. Graham Feltner read the
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
minutes, called the roll, and gave Ray Jackson of Almo Route One
was another portion of the Paula Cook, Janet Newberry,
meet tonight due to the mission invited to attend
`the treasurer's report.
program with Mrs. Helen Bickie Kalberer, Lesa Robertson,
study on Wednesday.
and Mrs. Bessie Baker of Murray
Other members present, not Route One.
Lassiter, Miss Meadow Huie Miss Irene Futrell, Marilyn Thomas,
Mrs. Denise Kalberer, Janie Lamb,
Kathleen Patterson,
The Delta Department of the
A fork makes an excelledt previously mentioned, were Mrs.
William Birtton, Mrs. Arvin Phyllis Coleman, Marilyn
Murray Woman's Club will meet holder for a recipe card. Stand Richard Armstrong, Mrs. J. C.
Nance, and Mrs. Vaughn taking Lasater., Patti Miller, Linda
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with it, tines up, in a glass and Kemp, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, Mrs.
Misses Ruth Sextion, Kathleen put the card between the tines. Perry Hendon, Mrs. Elizabeth
George, Teresa Chrraway, Nita
Part.
Mrs. Roberts gave thanks for Atkins,Cris Lee Birdsong, Cheryl
Patterson, Ruth Lassiter, The card stays clean, and it James, Mrs. Alton Coleiaticl Mr
is easy to read.
Dorothy Stevens.
the Self Denial offering and Milam, and Debbie Nance.
Mesdames Wells Purdom,
dined with prayer. "Litany For Choise members present were
1. Hosick, Alice Koeneke, and
Hendrickson
as
Centering Moments" was given Donna Nance Patricia Roberts,
Stanford
Before freezing an iced
Clean the rulther gasket on
by Mrs. J. T. Sammons.
hostesses.
Mary Kay Oakley, Leslie Kline,
Mrs. Anna Kelly of Murray has
cake,
put it in the freezer
the refrigerator door with the
The general WSCS president, Sherry Vaughn, Gail Vaughn,
Mrs. Steven Lee Trevathan
for about 15 minutes to set been dismissed from Lourdes
cleaner
used
for
white
side
Mrs. Birtton, urged each one to Risa Lowe, and Sherry Nolin.
"che Kappa Department of the
the icing, then wrap the cake Hospital, Paducah.
Miss Pam Corbin, daughter of A Lvory dulset satin combined Murray Woman's Club will meet wall tires.
attend the reading sessions to Other members present were
and put it back in the freeser.
begin soon.
Joyce Winchester, Patricia Mr. and Mrs. George Corbin of with imported Alencon lace. The at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Madisonville, became the bride empire bodice was designed with Mesdames Ted Bradshaw, Glenn
Mrs. Vaughn served refresh- Evans, and 13arbie Keel.
ments to the fourteen members Adults present were Mrs. Twila f Steven Trevathan in an an Edwardian neckline which Rogers, Lawrence Philpot. and
and three visitors, Mrs. E. W. Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs. impressive candlelight ceremony embellished with appliques of the Harold Hurt as hostesses.
Riley. Mrs. Britton, and Miss.Lillian Robertson, George solemnized December 19, at Alencon lace, elegantly beaded in
three o'clock in the afternoon.
miniature seed pearls. The long The Women's Society of
Patterson.
Williams, and Henry Sledd.
Rev. H. A. Pullen, Jr., per- sleeves were accented with a
Christian Service of the First
formed the double ring ceremony lace border at the wrist. The
United ' Methodist'Quirt*
in the First United Methodist gentle a-line skirt was accented
meet at ten a.m. in the Church
Put a piece of plastic wrap Church, Madisonville.
at intervals with the lace WWI parlor.- Tht executive committee
between the top of paint can
A program of nuptial music pattern, and flowed into a
will have a coffee in the
and rid. This ieeps that ,tough was, presented by Mrs. Kay
graceful chapel length train ball at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
layer from forming on the Thompson, organist, and Tom
which was also etched at the Raymond Carter as gues
paint.
Scott, soloist. Vocal selections border in the repeated bee
wealyIr=
The home of Mrs. Ellis Perry
were: "Song of Ruth," "Calm as pattern. - was the scene of the meeting of
Lord's
"The
Alight"
and
the
Her calhadeal
Sturdy plastic food bags
the Gamma Gamma chapter of can
was designed of imported illusion The Mnrray-Canoway County
be reused-sometimes Prayer."
Beta Sigma Phi held on Tuesday, more than once. Wash them
processional
and which was scalloped in a deep Retired Teachers Association
The
February 23, at seven-thirty with suds, rinse, stuff with recessional were the traditional border of the lace, and attached will meet at the Calloway County
Library at two p.m.
o'clock in the evening.
crumpled paper toweling and "Wedding March" by Men- to a Juliet mounting. She carried Public
Fifteen active members were stand upright to drain.
delssohn.
a bridal bouquet fashioned of an
present to repeat the opening
The altar was decorated with ivory cut velvet muff decorated An organizational meeting for
ritual. The program was entitled
two brass urns containing white with white poinsettias and support of Bert Combs and Julian
was donation.
Carroll will be held upstairs in
Yourself"
"Express
Fuji mums and hugh boughs of verriageed holly.
p.m.
Cornrnittee reports were given holly, and flanked with two brass
presented by Mrs. Kenneth
The maid of honor, Miss the City Hall at seven
Thomas. The group joined in the by each chairman who sum- seven-branch candelavra. In the Jennifer Grogan of Frankfort,
program by telling ways each marized her activities. The background an arch was formed and Murray, and bridesmaid, Group I of the-CWF of the First
closing ritual and Mizpah closed by a fifteen-branch candelabra. Miss Kathy Converse of Murray. Christian Church will meet in the
expressed themselves.
Com- the business portion of the
Brides Dress
International
An
wore formal gowns of empress home of Mrs. Henry Holton at ten
munication was read by the meeting.
The bride was escorted to the green Lyons velvet designed with a.m. The program and worship
•president concerning the In- Refreshments were served by altar by her father who gave her an empire waistline and easy a- will be directed by Mrs. Harlan
ternational Funds of which each the hostesses, Mrs. Perry and in marriage,For her wedding the line skirt. The waistline was Hodges.
chapter could donate. The Mrs. George Layne.
lovely bride chose a formal gown defined with a wide grosgr9in of
chapter voted to make a
Grotip II of the CWF of the
Citrus green which terminated at
First Christian Church will.meet
the back with a Dior bow.
Their headdress WAS of matching empress green velvet at two phi, with Mrs. C. B. Fair
ribbon designed in pouffs and as cohostess The worship will be
accented with 'metallic gold by Mrs. Rubye RobertS and the
briad, and they carried a bouquet program by Mrs Frank Roberts,
fashioned of a cut velvet muff
adorned with red poinsettias and
Wenesday, March 3
holly.
Rev, R. A. Slinker will teach
A. W. Simmons, Jr. of Murray the mission study book, "he
served as the best man and Tom Diakonic Task", at the First
Scott of Murray served as Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, March 1, March 2, March 3
groomsman. Kim Trevathan,
brother of the groom, was the
The Faxon Mothers Club will
candellight.
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m
Ushers were David Lusk of
Paducah, Jim Hart of Murray,
The Administrative Board of
Robert Darnell of Murray and
the First United Methodist
Gary Hunt of Texas.
dinner
Mrs. Corbin, mother of the Church will have its
sociathall at 6:30
the'
meeting
at
attired
in
a
beige
silk
bride, was
• _
.costume . dress and wore a
matching headpiece of petaled
silk.
Women of the- Oaks Country
Mrs. Trevathan, mother of the Club will have their bridge
groom, chose to wear an aqua session at the club at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies' Sweaters and
crepe dress trimed in white er- For reservations call Mrs. Jim
Slacks Included
mine, Orith matching headpiece. Bryan 7534230.
Each wore a corsage of white
orchids.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held Trevathan of Murray.
in the Fireside Room of the Guests were registered by Mrs.
church.
• *`-`
tin Watson of Paducah.
The bride's table was overlaid
This soft, whipstitch moc has The bride chose a Forest green
with a white cutwork linen cloth: coat and dress ensemble for
the look you'll want to wear
The center of the table featured traveling on the wedding trip Of
an arrangement of white porn an undisclosed destination.
with every casual outfit. On a
„poms and holly and silver canZip Lining, Slack Suits, Su
and
Rehearsal Dinner
stacked heel with a cglor,patchad
delabra.
Maxi nd Pleated Garments Extra
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan
At one end of the table was a
vamp for rest.
three-tiered cake decorated in a were hosts at a rehearsal dinner
at
the
Red
held
Room
of the
Grecian garden design The
layers were diveded by columns Travel Lodge Inn in Madisonand cupids and topped with two ville, on Friday evening,
cupids under a latticed arch At December It, at 6:30 o'clock in
the other end pf the table, punch honor of their son, Steve and his
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
was served frorri a silver punch fiance, Pam Corbin..
Places were laid for 24 guests.
bowl.
,
Assisting in the serving were Green and white candle arsMiss Connie Wiseman of St. floral decorations were used as
Down town
Louis, Mo., Miss Kaye Beaman of table arrangements
Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
-Murray, Mrs. Alan Oldhatie of The Couple presented gifts to
Madisonville, and Miss Meii,,a the attendants

Butterworth Home
Scene Of Meeting
Penny Homemakers

Rainbow For Girls
Plan Smorgasbord
At Regular Meet
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Farmer Has Job To Give Pig A Good Image

Common sense is best
solution to problem

reprinted in larger newspapers side Milan.
Since the first Easter Seals
around the nation.
He and others in the area are were introduced in 1934, millions
MILAN, Tenn.(UPI) —Farm- their home in a stand of pine ment of the Interior stepped
National reaction was immed- planning to "write letters to of dollars have been translated
in
er Robert Parkin has a monu- trees at the US. Army ammun- with a plan. Officials asked
the iate.
congressmen, sign petitions" into research and rehabilitation
mental public relations task: ition plant. —
Army to let them conduct an
•'I received two or three let- and whatever else is necessary in crippling. Some 250,000
He's got to make the pig a In addition to ruining the experiment—an airplane would ters myself,"
disabled persons benefit annually
said Parkin, "but to eliminate the hordes.
sympathetic figure — at the ex- trees, the birds are foraging spray the roosting birds
on a the major received telephone "The birds are leaving now," from Easter Seal programs at
pense of the bird.
grain left out for livestock— cold night with a nontoxic sub- calls from all over the country Parkin
said. "Some have al- treatment centers, pre-school
It seems that Milan has so harming beef and pork produc- stance that removes the insulat- from people
in the Audubon ready gone and the others will classes, workshops, camps, and
many birds they're making the tion.
ing oil from feathers, causing and humane societies protesting be gone
in about two weeks. itinerant and mobile therapy.
pigs sick, but the. American "Every hog farmer in the the birds to freeze to death. the killing
of the birds."
But one thing's for sure, they'll
public views any mass eradica- community will tell you his The arsenal commander,
Me]. The result was that the In- be back."
Easter Seal donations have
tion of the feathered creatures hogs are sick because of the James Lowe, sounded out
local terior Department's request
made possible scholarships and
as cruel and inhumane.
birds," said Parkin. "They eat sentiment and got a solid en- was tentatively rejected.
Crippling disorders prevent fellowships for advanced study
For the past four winters, an the feed and leave their drop- dorsement of the project. Park- Parkin said
he felt the main almost one in six Americans by more than 700 doctors,
estimated three million to nine pings on it."
in, who also is editor and pub- problem stemmed from the fact from leading what is termed a
therapists, and other professional
million
blackbirds,
star- All efforts to snare the birds lisher of the weekly Milan Mir- that the situation was not
ade- "normal" life, the Easter Seal workers to serve the hanlings and crackles have made away failed. Then the Depart- ror, carried a story that was quately explained
in areas out- Society reports.
dicapped.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter married a man last spring
of whom we violently disapproved. She became
pregnant
Immediately Her husband asked her to get an abortion.
She
refused, so he tore her wedding ring from her finger and
literally threw her out of their apartment and took her key.
She then came home to live with us.
Our problem: She wants to send birth announcements to
out-of-town friends and relatives when the baby is born, but
she is bitter about her husband and does not want his
to appear on the announcements. I believe that since name
he is
the baby's father and is still her husband until she
takes
steps to divorce him [which she has not done], his
name
should be on the announcements. Or may we,
as the
grandparents, send out birth announcements in order
to
exclude his name from the card? Please hurry your advice
as the baby is due soon.
COMPLICATED MESS
DEAR COMPLICATED: Such "complicated messes" are
not covered by my good friend, Amy, the etiquette expert,
so
your best bet is to use common sense.
To these whom your daughter wants to send the news
of
her new antiril, a personal note should suffice. ("I've had
a
baby iusd.oba borne with mother and dad again," should
de
It.] An anseuncement in which the father's name is deliberately omitted would raise questions which would have
to be answered later.
DEAR ABBY: What can a fat man do about flabbiness?
A woman has it easy. She can just put on a girdle and it
helps to firm her up so she doesn't look like she is spreading
all over the place. I suppose a mill could do the same thing,
but in today's society no normal man would be caught dead
in a lady's girdle
I tried one on once and I know it would help my looks but
I just couldn't stand the ridicule of being called a fag
So
what should I do?
FAT MAN
DEAR RAT MAN: There are girdles for men. Ask
around.
DEAR ABBY: What do you do when you are i1 years
old and your mother still makes you take a bath with your
4-yeta-old brother? No matter how much I protest, she
makes me I already have told her how I feel about it but
she won't listen to me She respects your opinion so please
help me, Abby.
TOO BIG
DEAR TOO: You don't say whether you are a boy or a
girl. if you are a boy, perhaps your mother is trying to
conserve bot water, in which case, I suggestolon cool is,. (Not
the water —the protest.) If you are a girl, tell her that Abby
said a girl deserves to have privacy when she feels she needs
It. Case dismissed! Good luck.
DEAR ABBY Your "Confidential to M. R. in Memphis
Marry him!" jolted me I am M R and I live in Memphis.
Marry whom? Please send me his name and address.
M R [MEMPHIS)
What's your problem! You'll feel better U you get it off
'our chest. Write to ABBY. Box WOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
• WOO. For a personal replv enclose stamped, addressed
envelope
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send Si to Abby, Boa Mao. Los Angeles, Cal. 90013.
ma. assib.iassalais.. faptiaargasass4sr,et-g-iss;•
of 71,498 syliare miles, -says started in. 1174, began to ..ag
National Geographic.
after only 40 feet had been
completed.
,
* *•
.4#
*
India is made up of 17
The
mule has been bred
states and 11 federal territories.
since pre-Biblical times.

E.O.M. MUD and SNOW

TIRE SALE
FOR CARS, PICK-UPS, & TRUCKS
8.55x14 Whitewall
6.85x15 Whitewall
7.75x15 Whitewall

20%

7.75x14 Whitewall
8.25x14 Whitewall
7.00x13 Whitewall

Ward-Elkins
wants 50 homes in
Murray-Calloway Co. to test
Frigidaire's'Re-invented'
Washer!

WE WANT 50 MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOUSEWIVES TO
TEST THESE NEW FRICaRAIRE WASHERS AT HOME;then tell
us about them. Your comments will supplement our, consumer
surveys that help us determine consumer preferences. Just test the
"Re-invented" Washer in your home for a limited time.
ABOSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION FOR THIS FREE HOME

Frigidaire!
re-invents the
washer

-Tessiii Frigidaire! The washer that has mdre flexible capacity ... more control ... tailored washing action .. .
infinite water level control . . . o better way to fill and
rinse . . . and much more. So many improvements, we
soy it's "re-invented."
Washes 1 piece to 18 pounds—
or any size load in between
No attachments to odd or store. Does a large
family wash, yet handles a piece of delicate
lingerie easily, gently.
Infinite water level control
Dial and get exactly the amount of water you
need for a Mini load, a Maxi load or any size
load in between. Saves water and detergent.
Exclusive Jet Circle Spray System
t
g
i
A better way to fill
the most thorough
• rmse yeereert-get. RtAstn- tit- ft-lifts-troller
one, but 12 Pressurized water jets around the
tub. Sprays down from the top so clothes get
underwater foster, get more rinse action.
fr.--___
--"Z- Patented Jet Cone Agitator
\ Bladeless, up-and-down action keeps clothes
under woter Plunges clothes deep into water
and suds
circulating, turning every item
top-to-bottom . . . over and over.
Exclusive Ropidry 630/650 Spin Speed
The fastest spin on any automatic washer.
Whirls out water so clothes are light and easy
to handle. Yet gentle enough for the most
delicate pieces
year nationwide protection plan
1 -year Warranty for repair of any defect in
the entire product, pll!Ps a 4-year Protection
Plan (ports only for furnishing replacement
for any defective part in the complete
Transmission (except belt), Drive Motor and Water
Pumps

IMPORTANT

Only 50 washers allocated for
survey. Fill in application and mail
or bring to Ward-Elkins today!
1. There is no obligation to Ward-Elkins or Frigidaire;
and no expense of any kind (other than water and
necessary laundry aids).
2. Ward-Elkins will install and remove washer at its
---- own experS673. Test homes must have hot and cold water taps
electricity, and drain available for hookup.
I would like to test a Frigidaire "Re-invented" Washer in my home, I
undersjand that I am under no obligation to either Ward-Elkins or
Frigidaire.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE

WARD-ELKINS
Murray, Kentucky

DISCOUNT

ALL RECAPS — '9.95
with recappable tire New tire guarantee.
SILENT TREAD, run them the year around.

2-6.70x15 - Nearly New
Mounted On Ford Rims

25% DISCOUNT
Just put them on and you're ready to go!

tooci-Supply of Used 15" Zip . .
Reasonable

CLIFFORD'S GULF
SERVICE
5 Points

4

Murray. Ky.

Also this is a chance to test Ward-Elkins service! If you were to ask Ward-Elkins
about service they would talk to you all day, because that is their most prized
possession.
* AT WARD-ELKINS 90 DAYS IS SAME AS CASH'.,... OR 36 MONTHS TO PAY *
Not A Standard Model .. . Not A Stripped Down Model . . . But FRIGIDAIRE DELUXE MODEL WASHER
.
REG. '289.95 — NOW ONLY

SALE!... SALE!... SALE! $

WARD

and

19995

ELK NS,

'Downtown Shopping Center — Murray, Ken tuck
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Nation's Parks Will Face
Popularity This Year
By JOHN LE1GIITY
United Press International
From sea to sinning sea,
millions of Americans will be
swarming again this year to the
country's national parks to
enjoy the "outdoor experience,"
to get back for a little while to
mother nature.
For many, having fought
waves of traffic only to find
wall-to-wall campers, jammed
roads and litter-stewn forest
grounds, it may be a mixed

designated as Wilderness by
Congress and these areas set
aside to insure there wlll be no
intrusions."
"major
areas man
In these
will still "be able to use the
wilderness on its own terms,"
Tobin said. Hiking on trails or
sleeping on the ground would be
permitted, but "you'd have to
carry out what is carried in."
The real collision comes in
opening parks to recreational
use such as boating, water
skiing, tennis and other physical activities, Tobin said.
•'These are going to have to
be taken closer to where the
people are," ehe said, adding
that undeveloped lands near
cities will have to be opened to
the spill of people in the urban
environment for precisely this
type of "pouring off the steam"
recreation.
Relief Valve
"We hope this will serve as
the relief valve and keep people
near their homes to expend this
energy and that they will do a
little more careful planning and
make that trip to national
parks a special one," said

joy.
Today, the 35 national parks
243
recreational
and
and
historical areas administered
by the National Park Service
(NPS) are,facing an unprecedented era of popularity and
pressure.
Men who run them and
people who visit them have
basically the Same goals—to
preserve the beauty of natural
areas for future generations
while providing a camping,
vacation and recreational retreat for the travelers of today.
Too Many People
But the population explosion
and the 20th century are fast
closing in on these last islands Tobin.
of the once vast American
A national study is currently
wilderness. Crowds, smog, pol- underway by the NPS into the
lution, litter and crime strain practicality of shifting concesthe park system, which is sions, lodges and parking lots
responding
with
higher en- outside of park boundaries.
trance fees, restrictive camping Some parks either have or are
measure, more traffic control, planning a campsite reservation
alternate transportation sys- system.
tems and law enforcement
Despite the gloomy picture,
training for rangers.
the nation's parks still offer the
More than 175 million visits outdoor enthusiast enough wilwere recorded in 1970 to the 30 derness country where there is
million acres of national park a chanct to get away from it
serviceland, most of it during all.
the
summer
months, and 'Hiking into the back country,
officials predict 400 million back-packing along little used
visits will be reached by 1900, trails visiting the remoter, less
only nine years away. accessible park and recreationMany camping grounds have al areas, one can find solitude
in fact become "just wall to in nature.
wall tents," said an Interior
But, for the majority of
Department spokesman in travelers, the "outdoor expelWashington. This holds especi- ience" is little more than a
ally true for the older, more drive to swarming campsites,
publicized
parks
such
as an occasional stop at an
Yosemite,
Yellowstone,
the overlook, a picnic at designated
Grand Canyon and the Great areas ammend to acpacity and
Smoky Mountains.
the slow, slow movement of
Pressure on the national
marry
pdrks
experts agree, by the developThe Kentucky Society for
ment of more recreational
areas near the big
urban Crippled Children provided

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Highway 641 N. — Murray

Open 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

GUARDING AG
militant Palest

HUB CAPS GO TO POT—A collection of 51 auto wheel
covers is displayed in Wexford, Pa., by Mrs. J. P. Childress. They were jolted .onto her lawn-from cars pasMng
over the line of deep potholes:on Route le.

Popular
redwoodrSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
Redwood paneling is moving
into every room of the home as
Americans search ..for natural
materials to replace plastic and
other synthetic products.
The cinnamon-hued wood
which grows only alone the
Pacific Coast changes verylitde
from forest in nailli„.10 living
room. It is not only beautiful
but durable.
Traditionally, redwood paneling has been used in living
rooms and dining rooms, but.
it is now being in use for
paneling bathrooms and...kitchens, cabinets, accent panels,
ceilings, stairs, banisters, railings and partitions.
Kan dried rea-w—o—ocl—Wilri—
emain straight, fighting warping
despite moisture variations, a
plus factor for kitchens and

bathrooms.
And space age finishes have
been dei,eloped to enhance an

reached Europe,
a new wave of

searching all pa

age-old product. Sealers, varnishes and waxes will protect
the wood from discoloration
and wear, reducing maintenance to a minimum.

APPLE TREES
Double Red Rome - Dixie Red Early Harvest - Jonathan Yellow
Transparent - Grimes Golden Red Delicious - Early Harvest Stayman Winesap - Golden Jubilee _Belle of Georgia

Physicilly

handicapped
youngsters from all over Kentucky have the time of their lives
while attending resident camp
sessions at Camp Kysoc, the
Easter Seal camp at Carrollton.

The Easter Seal Society has
issued a booklet showing how
clothing may be adapted for
handicapped boys and girls, so
they may dress as easily and
attractively as other children
For information, contact the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society for
Crrispled- Children and Adults,
Inc., 233 East Broadway,

Louisville, Kentucky.
The Kentucky Easter Seal
Socity for Crippled Children and
Adults has pioneered in providing
services for children crippled by
many causes.

SELECT FROM FIVE
VARIETIES

Top * Varit.* Arms
Bush- Glory

At base of this hove monolith roar Moab, Utah, is a tiny door
which leads to a 14-room residence blastoff from the solid rock

-

$1"

Tuesday thra Thursday, March 2-4

LOUISVILLE (
family of five c
saw .two police
their
German
dog on their por
bit an officer, ha
put).
And
Louisville
Frank W. Burke
in his limousine
The Louisville P
cers' Assn paid for
The children's

FLOWERING CRABMAPLE• WEEPING
WILLOW

centers—a plan endorsed heart- assistance to 5000 Kentucky
ily by former Interior Secretary youngsters last year. The varied
Walter Hickel—and by expan- program of services included
sion of state park systems and hospitalization, resident and day
swim
special
camping,
outdoor facilities.
programs, hearing and speech
New Use
"There are going to have to therapies, physical and ocspecial
be new and innovative ways to cupational therapies, and
use the parks," Daniel J. Tobin education opportunities.
Jr., associate director of the
NIPS western region, told UPI.
Crippling is robbing the nation
"The conflict of more users and
absolute physical limitation on of a vast resource of talents, says
how much wilderness exists will the Easter Seal Society. Many
such physical disabilities can be
result in a collision."
by appropriate
Tobin said certain sections of overcome
parks will ultimately have to be

oiled Shrimp

Police
buy pu

Ily GROVES SRINKMAN
Central Press dasocidtion
'•Correspondent
MOAB, Utah.-- Mrs. Gladys
L. Christensen, living'near here.
can make a claim that very iew
people can duplicate.
Back in pre-Indian days,
there were many cliff-dwellers
in the desert areas of the West,
where rugged terrain offered
housing to aborigines. But she
is a modern-day cliff-dweller,
active and very much alive.
Moo -.--Christensen does not
live in some dark, dismal cave,
as one might suppose,- Hole-'NThe-Rock is a 14-room modern
home, blasted out of a solid
sanditone escarpment. If a nuclear device was dropped on the
Utah dessert, she might be the
one person wha would survive
the blast. Although her home
was built for the purpose of
living, it is a perfect bomb shelter, and she'll never have to
worry about a re-roof job,'-or
any ordinary maintenance.
Travelers along U.S. Highway 163 in southeastern -Utah
are amazed when they first see
Hole-'N-The Rock. Later they
learn,that..ft is vs memorial to
a nationally known IfiliNt"and
sculptor, the late A. L. Christensen.• • •

visioned. Christensen saught thz.
adviee of mining men'who know
how to use explosives, and went
to work.
Starting with one small looln
in 1945. Christensen rerfluved
50000 cubic feet of hard sandstone, bit by bit. Slawly the
cavern g r e w. Finally it was
dope 1.4 ens-active rodms arranged around huge ;supporting

/Attars:-

-

-

The temperature was a constant 72 degrees, sunine r or
winter. The unusual kit, hen is
modern in every way, Inchding
cabinets scribed to the ro c k
walls. There is carpeting on the
floors, concealed lights In grottos in the i.;ock, a den, an office,
a lapielat*
'even a bathtub
hewn out of the sandstone ,
IF- YOUR nerves are j:,tecl.
this is the place to relax It's
quiet. The acoustics are wor,lerful. Inside this home you're in
another world.
At the 't i me of his death,
Christensen was completing a
fireplace. To vent it, he had to
drill through 65 feet of nard
sandstone for his chimne,. vented on tbp of the rock tine day
he strained a ligament of his
-heart that eventually e;,,,sed his

Hole-W-The-Rock
is
CHRISTENSJEN is most fa- maintained as a living al,m0mous for his painting, "Sermon rial by Olady,s L chri•er:sen.
on the Mount," a life-sized pic- widn.w of the late artt
ture of Christ that gave him is herself :in artist and
rnnational acclaim. Copies of Ail, lou Christensen is hozust-In a
painting are found in hundreds grotto of the same hue. ,noof churches, thousands of home, lith that is her home
„.--WAret4 hrintrrinen fi ,
tOday„-,aw
. When. the Chri•deasen- tiasta the !ugh
rOTITII I
hit
saw the naturif beauty of this tilltl'Clinits Moab. he fell it, ioye
huge sandstone,outchopping in with It. Here was flip ri,t•:!” lie
the red-rock . desert country loved. rabbit hush, cliff r 0 ieC,
near Moab. famed for its ura- Mormon tea. Rosernar%mint.
nium strikes,. -the idea 'dawned rtnhits. ;ffitelOpe, SfilliEtt.i and
that .it would be the perfeet chipiniinkis. lie tamed a blizTO,
home. But the problem was: anti started to work id,,ting
how to 1V1110Ve ennin.zit of (tie their home from alit. selid tick.
motintain',4 interior to make
Fortunately. he livd to se r. his
mariv-toome41.1welling "they en- task completed

KENTUCKY
31
TALL FESCUE
10 Lb. Bag

Fabulous Buy
on ...

$2.97
25 Lb. Bag

$5.94
50 Lb. Bag

$11.88
Shop ROSES for all your gardening needs from
small tools to riding mowers, all at low,-low

Fi
diplomati
Ex
don't get
A
Di
yoU'reme
from you
A
low every
long.Ifat

...if a

4
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West Has Parks Which
Attract Many Americans

rt,
s

GUARDINGIAGAINST GUERRILLAS—Warned that seven
militant Palestinian guerrillas are known to have
reached Europe, where they ere suspected of planning
a new wave of aircraft hijackings, security guards are
searching all passengers and hand luggage at Heathrow
Airport in London.

Police shoot dog ...
buy pup to replace it
LOUISVILLE (UPI): A
family of five children, who
saw IWO policeman shoot
their
German
Shepherd
dog on their porch after it
bit an officer, have a new
pup.
And
Louisville
Mayor
Frank W. I3urke took them
in his limousine to get it.
The Louisville Police Officers' Assn paid for it.
The children's dog was

shot at their home just
over a week ago by two
officers investigating reports of a vicious dog.
During the excitement, a
bottle was theown at the
parked police cruiser in
front of the Demus home,
and the children ran into
the house and refused to
open the door.
The
officers
arrested
three of them, including a
12-year-old girl, and handcuffed her when she became hysterical.

MURRAY
Charges of harboring a
MUFFLER
vicious dog brought against
the three children later
SERVICE
'were casmisaed.
Sheffield is the chief center
753-8119
of cutlery in England.

ropening Soon
11

Maytag Equipped

HIGHLANDER CENTER
SELF SERVICE
LAUNDRY
Central Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky

ill

By JOHN LEIGHTY
turnaways can almost always
United Press International find space the next morning.
More than two million people The
turnover
average
at
will drive, fly, or hitch-hike to Yellowstone is three and a half
the northern Wyoming-Idaho- days per family.
Montana border this summer to To help relieve congestion,
visit the oldest and largest of park officials are considering a
the national parks.
system under which campsites
Yellowstone, with its gushing could be reserved
advance.
geysers, boiling paint-pots and "There should be a reservawild rivers, is still one of the tion system for say, 60 to 70
scenic wonders of the world. per cent of the campgrounds,"
Next year will mark its 100th said Anderson. "It would give
anniversary as a national park. person a chance to make
Only 10 miles away are the reservations six or seven
saw-tooth peaks of Wyoming's months in advance."
Grand Teton National Park, Anderson said naturalist proproviding along with Yellow- grams are being introduced to
stone a magnificent, double- visitors and he foresees no
barreled dose of natural beauty. immediate
danger
to the
Elk, moose, buffalo, bears abundant wildlife of the park.
and other wild animals roam
Problem in Tetons
the region today as they did
In neighboring Tetons, though
when the Lewis and Clark less famous, drew a million
expedition camped there and more visitors than Yellowstone
buckskinned hunters and trap- last year and officials said
pers blazed paths in the overcrowding has become a
wilderness.
problem there, too.
Campsites Fill Quickly
The
Teton's
3.5
million
On a typical summer day, visitors were drawn partially
campsites at both Yellowstone by the winter activities and ski
and Grand Teton fill to slopes and the convenience of a
capacity before noon. Private small airport.
campgrounds outside the parks In summer or winter, a
are usually sufficient for the favorite activity is riding an
•
oVerflbw.
aerial tram up nearby Snow
Recently, Sen. Clifford Han- King Mountain to get a closer
sen, R-Wyo., said. he would view of the 13,747-foot Grand
reintroduce his Washakie wild- Teton or gaze at numerous
life bill during this session of other jutting peaks and deep
Congress in an attempt t crevasses.
relieve some of the visitor "I think we have the same
pressures on the two parks.
conditions as all the parks, said
"I think we all realize we will management assistant Dick
have to limit the use of Grand Monroe. "We have-problems
Teton and Yellowstone National trying to protect the very thing
Parks ... by making better use people come to see." .
of the contiguous national areas (Next: The Redwoods and other
around them," Hansen said.
National Monumentst
Hansen says his legislation
would' "set aside a truly
magnificent part of the Shosh- FEWER AUTO FATALITIES
NEW YORK (CPU—For the
one National. Forest." The bill
passed the Senate last session first time in a decade, U.S.
traffic fatalities and injuries
but failed in the House.
Yellowstone's administrator, declined in 1970. Economic loss
Jack Anderson, says an $18,000 from automobile accidents fell
study is - underway by a for the first time in 25 years.
The Insurance Information
California ficm for. the feasibility of a rail 'system through the Institute reported Thursday
park. • A prototype "people- 55,300 persons died in traffic
carrying module" would first be accidents last year, 1,100 or 2
built and would carry visitors in a per cent fewer than in 1969.
circular Journey to the notth Injuries 1.1rtir„ e down 0.5 per cent
ii
brin# of the Yellowstone River in to 4143
the Grand View area and return.
The economic loss declined by
New Methods
2.3 per cent or P74.4nillion to
"We are in a changing time
$16.20 bill on
and people change their haaccidents, alAutomobile
bits," Anderson said. "There
though less costly, grew in
are new methods of transportanumber in 1970, increasing by
tion. It is difficult to say what
cent to 22.1
we can accommodate here, but 91,450 or O.' per
million.
we are attempting to spread the
impact area."
Anderson said during me Our nation needs nearly 150,000
summer as many as 25,00 additional teachers of hanpersons a day come in the park dicapped children to meet the
and about 500 persons have to needs of approximately five
be turned away. He said the million such children of school
age,says the Easter Seal Society.

What if thatcute little
out-of-town number youdialed
turns outto be theipvirong one?
First ofall,don't panic. All you need do is hang up as
diplomatically as possible;then call the operator.
Explain to her what happened and shell make sure you
don't get charged for the call.
Above all,don't let it discourage you.
Dialing a long distance Lovin Phone Call is easy when
you remember to first cfiarl:'then the area code(ifdifferent
from your own),then the number.
And remember,the rates are
low every night plus all weekend
long.Ifat first...

Except for the federal
government, the Easter Seal
Society is the nation's largest
employer of physical, occupational and speech therapists.
About 3,000 Easter Seal
professionals serve some quarter
of a million crippled children and
adults each year.
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Complete Your Set
of

ontrose Flatware
NOW!
SERVING PIECES
•

Only
$199
with a '25" Deposit to
Your Blue Chip Savings
Account

6
ICE TEA
SPOONS
Only $199
with a '25" Deposit to
Your Blue Chip Savings
Account

.1r,rig1111111.1111
111111Prommiiiiiiim
BUTTER KNIFE
and

@South Central Bei

SUGAR SPOON

FREE!!
with a 125" Deposit to Your
Blue Chip Savings ( after you
have received 6 place settings).
MYS NIXON LIED—Reply ing offkially to President
NOtow's state-of-the-world
messag e, Xuan Thuy
(above'. Hanoi's chief Ile—
koturol": in Paris, accuse
Nixon of telling three out
lies. He., also charecd
the Unitia States is "feverishly pl'eparing" to at
North Vietnam, .

STILL OFFERING

6-Piece
Place Setting
FREE
When you open a New Blue
Chip Savings for '25" or more...
or add 125" or more to your
existing Blue Chip Savings
Account.

PEOPLES BANK
Murray, Ky....

Member of F.D.I.C.
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Rites Held
FP! M,,s Lamb

The following policy will
be adhered to in the
Letters to the Editor
column on those letaers
which concern the local
option election which Is
now in the news. Only
letters signed by the writer
will be published and
letters must be held to
approximately 350 words
or less. All letters
published will carry the
name and address of the
letter writer. No names
will be withheld on letters
concerning the sale of
alcohol in the city or
("ountv.

(Continued From Page One I

known for his firmness in dealing
Funeral services for Miss Alta
.with
student radicals. In the past,
Lamb of Farmington Route One
the Insight series has brought
were held today at two p.m. at the
such renowned people to Murray
Coldwater Chiirch of Christ with
as Al Capp, the well known
Ralph
Bro. John Hoover and Bro.
conservative cartoonist and
Reaves officiating.
author of "1.'11 Abner", and Scott
Pallbearers were Darre0
Carpenter, the famour astronaut
Dan
Gamble,
Edmond
Brandon,
marine researcher. Insight
and
Bazzell, Hubert Bazzell, Delbert
has also featured men of outNewsome, and Rayburn Penspoken opinion, such as Dick
dergrass.
Gregory and Joseph Fletcher.
Burial was in the Coldwater
Through all this the Student
Church of Christ Cemetery with
Government has kept the basic
the arrangements by the Max
purpose of Insight in mind. That
Churchill Funeral Home.
is, to bring men of differing
Miss Lamb, age 76, died
opinions before the students of
Saturday at six p.m. at the
Murray State and to inform them
Murray-Calloway County
3f important issues. Then the
Hospital. She was a member of
students can form their own
the Coldwater Church of Christ.
opinions in an atmosphere of
She was born September 7, 1894,
Murray State, with its
learning.
in Calloway County and was the
Insight program, has been a
daughter of the late William
leader among universities in this
Green Lamb and Judy Elizabeth
area in offering a progam in
Pea Lamb.
which the students can listen to
The deceased is survived by
and discuss varying opinions in
three sisters, Miss Carlene
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
an orderly manner. This is much
Lamb,. Mrs. Algie Tabers, and By United Press
purMrs. Hattie Watson, and one son, SARDINIA, Ohio-Sheriff Wit-- more constructive and
seful than tearing down
Earl Lamb, all of Farmington liarn Utter, telling he knew he
FIRST IN 2,631 YEARS—Marking the first time in the
Route One. Several neices and had found the location of a buildings and violent protest.
2,631-year history of the Japanese monarchy that an
no
in
Student
Government
The
nephews also survive.
cockfight when he heard a
emperor has traveled outside Japan, Emperor Hirohito
way endorses any of the opinions
and Empress Nagako, shown hi a 1968 photo, plan state
rooster:
that will be or have been
visits to Britain, Franee ard West Germany this year.
"Cocks don't crow at 10 p.m. presented by the speakers at
They have been wed 47 years.
That's where the action is."
Insight, they merely feel that the
best way to educate people is the
WASHINGTON - House
expose them to different ideas,
Speaker Carl Albert, 62, saying
and let them decide for themwill
he
at
retire
70:
age
-The
UPI
i
YORK
NEW
selves what to accept or reject.
The
of
job
speaker
is difficult
From Page One I
stock market opened lower in
Thus, all we desire is that the (Continued
and I don't want to carry on
heavy turnover today.
amendment of freedom of speech Senate disbursing office. On the teachers-those with master's
- Shortly after the opening, the the job when I get old."
be adhered to in this matter and other side of the floor above is degrees-range from $5600 in
!Dow Jones industrial average
all future matters, believing that the oid Supreme Court cham- Morgan County and Russell
JERUSALEM-Israeli
lIwas off 0.47 at 878.36.
the freedom to hear another's ber.
County to $7500 in Beechwood.
_ On 483 issues across the tape, Foreign Minister Abba Eban, opinion, no matter who he is, is
also on At the maximum level Of exchamber,
Senate
The
defending
to
Israel's
refusal
i184 moved lower, while 148
one of America's most cherished the floor above, is about 100 perience Rank II teacher
- withdraw from all Arab territot,advanced.
rights.
feet from the damaged disbur- receive $7290 in Monroe County
' In the automotive group,
after 10 years and $10,786 in
sing Office.
Respectfully,
IIsrael's
leaves
reply)
thL
"It
in
surrendered
General Motors
[
Jefferson County and Anchorage.
of
wing,
Capitol.
west
the
The
Metzger
Bill
serious
and
to 80. Chrysler gained La to way wide open for
14 years.
after
because
beams
huge
by
braced
Student Government
2634, American Motors Ye to concrete negotiations on each of
of it 'weakened conditionn was For Rank I teachers-those
Treasurer
Ford held unchanged at the points at issue."
with a master's degree plus30
----•- Murray --Nate- -Uriiversity damaged-aecording• to Powell.
'
•
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DRESSES
Plain

message from
Senator Carroll Hubbard

to the citizens of
Calloway County:
On last Thursday, February 25, the Kentucky Genera) Assembly
convened at Frankfort in a special session called by Kentucky's
Governor for the purpose of reapportionment of our state's legislative
districts, both Senate and House.
On last Friday Senator Wilson Palmer of Cynthiana, chairman of
the Senate subcommittee studying reapportionment, introduced
=Senate B541 1 in the Kentucky Senate. Among the many changes the
bill calls for transferring Calloway County (population 27,692) from
Senate District 3 (Calloway, Trigg and Christian Counties) into the
Senate district which I now represent (District 1, composed of
Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, Marshall and Graves Counties). The bill
would place Marshall County (population 20,381) in Senate District 2
with McCracken and Ballard Counties, while Lyon and Todd Counties
would be joined with Trigg and Christian Counties to form a new
District"3.
Shave already been contacted by several Calloway Countians in

regard to Senate Bill 1. During this present week major decisions will
result as to Senate Bill 1 which will prove to be very important to
Calloway County now and for many years to come.
It would be very helpful to me if I could hear from many more of you
in Calloway County as to your opinions concerning your county being
transferred from District 3 to District 1.
You can contact me during the session by mail at P. 0. Box 166,
Frankfort. Kentucky, 40601, and by telephone at area code 502, 5644552. Joyce, Kelly and I will be staying in Frankfort except on
weekends, when wehope to be at home in Mayfield.
e special session'?" and "Is there a need for reapt?" are two timely questions posed often nowadays.
The final results of the 1970federal decennial centus indicate there
have been substantial changes in population within the Commonwealth of Kentucky during the past decade. The United States
Supreme Court in a series of decisions since 1962 has ruled that the
14th Amendment of the U. S. Constitution prohibits unequal
representation in state legislative districts, this decision being
referred to as the "one man,one vote doctrine".
The official population count of Kentucky as of April 1, 1970, was
3,219,311. We have 38 State Senators and 100 Representatives in
Kentucky's General Assembly. A perfect Senate district would contain 84,719 people and an ideal House district would be 32,193.
None of the 138 legislative districts is "perfect" or "ideal", though a
few are close. Your present Senate district 3 is composed of 92,536
citizens, which gives the present district an over-population of 7,817.
My present Senate district has a population of 73,121 and thus is short
by 11,598. The Supreme Court has ordered that our districts be equal
"ag- Tar 'as is practicable".
Our efforts now as to equitable redistricting are indeed complex. It
is my desire and goal that Western Kentucky not lose any House or
Senate seats this year and thus maintain our preseresentation
during this decade as it full strength. This is impOrtant not only this
time but for all issues affecting us in the future.
It would be very harmful to Calloway County if either your House or
Senate districts were to be split. I shall oppose present attentipts to
split Calloway County's House district should the present House Bill 1
reach the Senate.
Thank you for the many expressions of._kindness and confidence
thus far received.
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Action People Use The Want Ads
NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

NOTICE

WANTED TO

Legal Notice

WHO DO YOU want to handle FURNITURE REFINISHING.
your real estate?
WANT TO BUY: Used mobile
All work guaranteed. Free
The H & H Cycle Shop will offer
One who is in Insurance Business pickup and delivery. Free
homes. Phone 753-5980.
M2C for sale a 1967 BSA 650
cc
and have prospects every day, estimate. Antique or natural
motorcycle, Hornet model, Serial
and an auctioneer who meets finish. Jerry McCoy,753WANT TO BUY; used 26 inch
No. A-65HA5787-Y, to satisfy a
hundreds of people every time he 3045.
bicycle, preferable girls. Price lien on
March 31C
said motor vehicle for
has an auction and is also a
reasonable. Phone 767-4775 after repairs,
storage and accessories.
member of Multiple Listing? INCOME TAX preperation,
5:00 p.m.
M2P. The sale will take place at our
Then you will choose the Wilson reasonable rates. No overhead,
place of business located at 816
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
Ins., Real Estate & Auction Co., farm and small business,
WANT TO buy; logs and standing Coldwater
$10.00.
Road, Murray,
the only one of it's kind in For further information
timber. Also have for sale lumber Kentucky, at 9:00 a.m. on March
phone
NASHVILLE,
TENN.
Ph.
256-5847
Calloway County, at 202 South 437-4662.
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill 22, 1971. All persons interested in
1TC
4th. Phone 753-3263.
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. purchasing said vehicle may
Following are some of our
TFC submit an offer for same prior to
listings.
PRIVATE MUSIC
that time.
FARMS
LESSONS
40 acres with 7 acre corn base,
FOR
RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
In Bass Guitar, 5-String Banjo
H & H Cycle Shop
.22 dark tobacco base. Has two
and Classical Guitar are being
By Porter Hutchens, partner
stall stock barn, tobacco barn
KUALA LUMPUR (UPI) organized. Register nOw. Only ONE BEDROOM furnished 1968 FORD Torino GT.
M1-6-13
Extra
and two bedroom frame. Real
Pop songs aired over the official
a limited number of students apartment, air-conditioned, clean.
Will
sell
nice dwelling on Wadesboro
cheap. Phone 492- Radio Malaysia, the only radio
electric heat. Water ahd sewer
will be accepted.
Road.
M2P station operating in Malaysia, Buys unpublished novel
furnished. Phone 753-9741. 4327.
It interested call:
Owned and Operated by Artell Tucker
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Five acre farm, open land,
are reviewed by the governAvailable March 1st.
M2C
CHUCKS MUSIC .
fenced, located on old Murray
1966 CHEVROLET Impala, two ment from time to time to Cornelius Ryan's unpublished
novel, "The 'Peacemaker," hag"
CENTER
and New Concord Road.
door hardtop, red. Factory air, check if they are suitable for
Phone 753-2900
FUliNISHED UPSTAIRS one
been purchased by
Cinema
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
Three bedroom trailer and outpower steering, A-1 condition, broadcasting.
Video Communications to be
bcdroom
apartment,
ail.- local owner. Phone 753-2385,
Phone 753-3682
building used for hog farming. On
Sometime ago it banned
after
made into a movie.
conditioned.
Water
and 5:30 p.m.
40 acres
land. Near New
M1C John Lennon's "Cold Turkey"
oblevision furnished. Couple
and "Mr. Tambourine", said
Providence.
FOR SALE
Use a rubber spatula to
FOR SALE
radio director Murtadza. ReOther farms to pick from. Vacant DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job preferred. No pets. Phone 753- 1965 El,
CAMINO, white with red
M.
cendy"Puff,the Magic Drafor-frease baking pans. It is eflots on New Concord Highway. too small. No large jobs please. 6805 after 5:00 p.m.
interior.
Radio and factory air. A and "Happiness
HEAVY HENS, 10 months old, in "NEVER USED anything like To bedroom trailers and three Reliable service. New man in
Is a 'arm Gun" ficient and less wasteful than
Murray area. Phone 753FOUR
ROOM
furnished real sharp car. Phone 753-1277 were added to the --blay,klist. paper.
Production. Ducks, Guineas and it," say users of Blue Lustre bedroom trailers.
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8548.
M5P
basement apartment. Utilities
Turkeys.
Phone
Hubert carpet cleaner. Rent electric DWELLINGS
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
furnished.
Two
girls
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married
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
Alexander, Sedalia 328-1563.
M6( Three 'bedroom brick veneer,
VOI,KSWAGON,
196:3
$150.00
couple.
Phone
753:6051
WILL
STAY
with elderly person
M.
March IP
two baths, baseboard heat, on
Needs repairs. Phone
KEEP
CARPET
cleaning large lot, located on Highway 121 or mothers with new babies, do
751.
6541
LARGE
FURNISHED
light
housekeeping.
efficiency
References
problems
MW
small-use
Blue
Lustre West.
TERMITES
APPROXIMATELY 1500 bales
SPIDSRS
furnished. Phone 753-1518. M1C apartment. Electric heat and airmixed good sound hay. 60c per wall to wall. Rent electric Three bedroom brick veneer with
Eat Your Horne
Poison
Are
conditioned.
Couple preferred. 1967 MUSTANG convertible, 289,
shampooer .$1. Western Auto, VA loan. Located at 1657 Ryan.
bale. Phone 492-8257.
March IC
Apply
at
power
1606
West
Math.
M.
steering,
"Rome of The Wishing
RAWLEIGH
WILL set you up iff
automatic
By appointment only.
11
.1141
transmission. Also 1960 Falcon
Weil."
M3C Four bedroom dream house with your own business with a small
1965 CHEVROLET, two door
124,54
289,
4
TRAILER. Practically
speed. Phone 753-78/6 after
two_ baths,central heat and air, investment_ For inforMation
hardtop with factory air, stantwo story, large dining room, and write giving phone no.: Ray pew.-See -Brandon Dill at Dill's 5:00p.m.
M2P
.dard shift, new tires,48,000 miles,
Carr, Germs
many other features. Located or Harris, Rawleigh Co.,okreeport, Trailer Court after 9:00 p.m. No
NOTICE
one owner. Also two 14 inch snow
NOTICE
wile
please.
calls
/
3
4 acre, near zcoldwater.
IT
GET RID or
tires and wheels. Phone 492-8360
•
Small two bedroom, clean as a
am on NE eas ma um ma
after 5:00 p.m. Also for rent, corn ASSUME $18.00 a month
PESTS
1968
TWO
bedroom
trailer. Extra
pen, located on two acres, near "REST PART time job in town"
ATTENTION BOYS!!
and tobacco ground with barn. 1- payment on small pianoI
Smiling woman under 60 to assist nice, air-conditioned, near •
Flint church.
Leaches Music and T. V. in
TC
in my business. Openings in University. Phone 753-3895 or 753- I ....The
LEDGER
&
Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC
M2C
Three bedroom under con- Calloway, Marshall and Graves 3482.
TIMES is now taking apCounties. For interview apstruction, with loan.
plications for carrier
1968 NEW MOON Mobile home,
routes. In order to update
two bedrooms. House carpet ANY PERSON who has out- We have several lake lots, some pointment call 753-8970 between 2
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
our files, boys who placed
M3(
throughout. Air-conditioned. standing debts against the estate with trailers and some without. and 4:00 p.111.
NOTICE
• an application over three
!.'Excellent shape. Perfect for of Edd Mitchuson, contact Mr. Come into Wilson Ins., Real
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer
O months ago should come to
FOR RENT
small family. Phone 753-6737 James E. Mitchuson. Dexter, Estate & Auction Co.. 202 South
Route 1.
MIP . 4tti or call 753-32E43, Murray,
I the office and reapply.
inner 5:00p.m.
M2P
1 Several routes are now
NEED PA EkCITING
•
try. Home phone 75,1-5008. M1C. WANT TO RENT a two or three
open and will be filled
-.MEN'S SILK and wool suits. HUBERT DUNN is now working
VACATION?
bedroom
house. Must be com• immediately
,IFirst quality. $100.00 value, only Thursday, Friday and Saturday RETIRING"! INTERESTED in a fortable, with water and heat in
and
Plan to go this year!
Apply in ptl-son to
'7649.95. Big discounts on sport, at zwhite Way Barber Shop. M4C nice two bedroom home with all house. Would like it between
coats, jackets, pants, shirts, ties,
Now escorted tours to
the enjoyment and conveniences Murray and Hazel. Will take a
belts, etc.
of both city and country living? one year lease. Contact A C.
Hawaii, Canada, New
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky'.
We also have ladies sportswear
Then you will want to see this Hooge, 9212 Jefferson Hwy.,
753-3914 Day or Nite
Phone
England,
many
others.
in nylon and polyester pant-suits,
home just 217 miles from Murray Baton Rouge, La. 70809. Phone
blouses and slacks at huge
4 n1 the New Concord Highway. Pi
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
All expense. Get details,
927-4009. Will consider house in
savings. Flower's Factory
acres of land with approximately Murray.
M2C
call
.
Pennyrile
fr
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Tours
Outlet, 118 East Washington.
Room KA
Per 34 acre completely fenced, in
153-6453
Member Chamber of Commerce
. Paris, Tennessee.
M2P
cluchng a apple orchard. City
Benefit"
water, air-conditioning, carport ECONOMICAL, APARTMENTS
Free InformationDay and utility room with extra and rooms to rent. For students
SIX YEAR old Quarter horse.
1,1
cabinets and closet space, and others. Near campus. Phone
Excellent pleasure horse. Phone
5014E7 VtE5 tT'S EASY TO GET
753-4646.
March
8C
paneled
kitchen
and
den com436-2266.
M1C Insurance
066E0 POWN ON TNESE REPOST5
IT
bination. Must sell quick753-4199 moving. Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 ROOMS FOR boys, near
SAVE $10.00 to $40.00 on Wards ,Atency
p.m, during week days.
M3P University. Private entrance
Tillers. 3,/ HP, $120.69, on 5 HP
with kitchen. $30.00 monthly each
$161.92. Montgomery Ward
TWO STORY house with two car boy. Utilities furnished. Phone
Catalog Agency, 510 Main,
M3C
garage, across from new high 753-6638.
M4C
- Murray. 753-1966.
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
bedrooms, 21/ baths, living room, 1965 HOUSE trailer, 12 x 50.
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
dining room, kitchen with built- furniSfied, near University.
Broad coverage. Low rates.
ins, large den with fire-place. Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M3C Nancy
Check with us for all your InPhone 753-3058.
M4C
surance before you buy.
I'M GOING OUT 'LAYIO
IN
TWO BEDROOM house, furGalloway Insurance and Real
(
THE CRYSTALLIN
HELP WANTED
AQUEOUS
nished,
Pine
Bluff.
'Iwo
bedroom
Estate Agency, phone 753VAPOR
trailer, four miles on East 94.
., 5842.
March4C
THE TRIANGLE Inn, now has
Phone 753-6846.
M IC
private dining rooms. We wilL
401 Maple St 753-3642 two
be needing two cooks, full time.
SONG MODEL 650 professional
Apply in person to Triangle Inn at TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 a
tape recorder, two months old.
month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
Lists for $450.00. Will sell for WILL SHARE apartment with Aurora, Kentucky at Highway 68
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
March 1P
$350.00. Phone 753-3467
M2F settled working woman, or will and 80 junction.
College Farm Road or call 1-313give room and board. Bedroom
MlIP
2162.
GOLF CLUBS, four woods, two furnished or unfurnished. Block WANTED: Housekeeping Orirons, two putters, bag. Also from town in Colonial Building. derly for Operating Room. Apply
LARGE LOT for trailer, three
in person, Nursing Office,.
Kawasaki motor cycle, C.C. three Call Mrs. Ada Simmons,753....an
miles from Murray. Also 1'2
41.4.15WA•
Murray
-Calloway
County
---cylinder, 1969 model. Take over 4741.
M3C
acres dark fired tobacco base for
Hospital.
March 3C
.payments. Call 753-6809
M2C
lease. Phone 753-3629.
M1C The Colonials
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser3
4 Charlois bull. Weighs 800 vice,
. ONE/
"WANTED
R. N. or L.P.N., 3-11 LAYING HENS, 50c each
Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M
el R, OUR -.JW POW
R
frn 'TOLD THE ENEMY
lbs. 11 months old. Price $50.00. Sanders, phone 382-2468,
Far- and or 11-7 shift. Salary excellent. Down's Poultry Farm, Ne
FORMULA EXPLODES evE.2)
,
PAYS HANDSOMELY
Phone 753-1236.
M2C mington, Kentucky
Fringe
benefits.
Write
Mr.
Sam
77.4
tT'S MIXED. iT'S
March 5C
Concord Hwy., phone 753FOR OUR SECeETS
Gray, Administrator, 203 E. 5147.
WORTHLESS 7 ,
M1
. ONE MALE black registered
North Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
Dachshund pup, priced $35.00.
42066, Phone 247-5320.
142C LARGE
with
ROOM
WANTED
TO
RENT
. Phone 753-2378.
M2(
refrigerator. Private entrance,
washer and dryer available.
FOR LEASE OR RENT
• 1970 HONDA motorcycle,150 CC. WANT TO RENT two bedroom
Modern with air-conditioner.
Just like new, priced to sell. apartment or home for March,
Zimmerman Apartments, South
Phone 753-7930 after 5:00 p.m. Mi April and May. For couple with THREE BEDROOM brick, two
March 1C
two children. References and baths, fireplace, patio, near 16th. Phone 753-6609.
•
deposit furnished Phone 753- university. $125.00 per month,
/
,
14-Je•wall2+,
GOOD JAP hay. Phone O.L. 7720.
M3( AKC GERMAN Shepherd pups.' ".
March1C call 753-4481 after 5 p.m.
a
Cain, 753-3537.
pies, black and Silver, 7 weeks
M2P
old. Phone 753-8351.
M1C' L'il
NOTICE
NOTICE
Abner
. 1969 BSA Firebird Scrambler
' motor cycle Excellent condition.
FOUR CRAIGAR Mag wheels,
ALL THEY
BUT NOT
Phone 767-4252.
MW
15". Will..fiL Ford or Chrysler
TELL ME 15
Oe•jE.0'
411
Ai-4 GOT ONE
manufactured cars. E70-15THEM BIN
FAULT NO
MAN ENUFF
:105 SUPER Hawk Scrambler,
Goodyear wide oval tires,
ot-A+Iurray
LADY KIN
TO TELL'KY
Goodyear white letters. Almost
e\cellent condition. Phone 753STAND!!
WHAT IT
M3P
new. Will sell very reasonable
. 7783 after 600p.m.
!!
753
or
Bilbrey's.
753-5617
Phone
FRU WITH
MI
1257.
. .JOHN DEERE 2 row corn
COUPON
planter, complete with fertilizerYOUR CHOICE
APPALOOSA HORSE and gt.
I4,xes and seed plates. Bought
saddle. H-Farmall tractor, rearn
new last year and planted less
Good Through 3/8/71
good condition, plow, disc and
than 50 acres, of corn Call 492cultivator, mower and equipnien
or see Preston Perry at the
1,*
•
to go with it. Phone 435-5312 MI!
I \''t Office at Hazel. Ky

NEW LOCATION
TUCKER'S TV & RADIO
REPAIR
Has Moved

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

to Five Points - Corner of Coldwater
Road and Dodson Avenue

'Cold Turkey'
put in freezer

18 Years Experience

ir

Protect Your Home!

I

I

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

I

Pest Control

Circulation
Manager

1 103 N. 4th St. 11

McCONNELL

-

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store

.0...1

an

Hwy. 94 -East
COUPON

11 -MARK E

3-1b. bag of Apples
1 -lb. Mixed Candy

4
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Sourc
- In M
Callo

THE
POINT

United P

One Crocus in
house.

Is
THAT OUR PRICES

Mrs. Douglas
Jonquils in bloc

Bel Air Shopping Center

Ours are not bl
the buds are
break open.

Phone 753-8304

Keep a sharp 1
sudden you'll
coes. They s
Canada. It see
vanish overm
will tell them w
parts.
When a fellow
dines and era
beat

ARE THE

As we left for w
we looked back
and a Squirrel
of the thing and
His head was St
what we were u

1611107EVEN

About 100 Gra
we left. Al] of
Of all the bad
nature, littl
most detestable

Cans
For

The city of Nag
$3,000 to the
Angeles fob'o
there.

Why Pay
More?

Quality
'Panty
Hose

69

Value

BAYER
ASPIRIN

BAYER
ASPIRIN

In 1965 we
tercontmental
and Russia had
had 1,054 and R
1965 we had
launched missil
107. In 1970 we ha
had 350.

These are Imo
missiles.

Someone sends
show we are no
with "break-in"

111410 H

OP LIAR°

Say-Rite's
Low Price

5
SUPER

Boxes
For

5
SUPER

STAINLESS STEEL BLADES

"Break-ins are n
the Tri-State
situation at
recently was
believable. Four
upon opening
morning after
visits, discover
" 275 pairs of
pair of boots, o
wedding bands
matched ring
and 79 watches.
"one 1970 Scout
1967 Internationa
13 chain saw
saw chain.
"Small amount
cash register."

The W
United Pre.. I

Why Pay More.
?
Chadic) Adams,

Why Pay
More?

Qualified pliatilucist stands behind prescription
counter at N•c. Rites' Discount Drug Center.

Your Health Is Our Business

Kentucky:
through Wedne
casional light ra
and southeast po
tonight with so
possible north a
late today or toni
no accumulation.
east changing
mixed with snow
Wednesday. C
Wednesday Hig
40s or low 50s w
mid and upper
Vows tonight u
30s north and w
southeast. Highs
30s to mid 40s.
EXTENDED
Extended Wea
Kentucky Thur
Saturday:
Precipitation e
east half Thur
and north portio
over most of the
Slight rise in t
Saturday. Highs
upper 30s Thur
upper- 308 and
Saturd4. Lows in

Saturd4y.

e. --- —2 _.•—•

